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8.1 "Habitat" for self-timing 

Self-timed circuit engineering came into being in the late fifties. Theoretical foundations for 
this line of research were laid in the pioneering papers of D .E. Muller [7- 10] . During the 
next decade, however, this type of circuits was treated as an elegant, theoretical curiosity. 
Respectable books would dedicate only a moderate section to these matters [59,85] or, at 
best, a chapter [ 1 2] .  In [59,85] dealing with combinational and sequential circuits the design 
of completion signal generators is discussed and in this respect attention is drawn to the 
handshaking mode of operation of the Muller circuits. The major results of [59,85] ,  however, 
are intimately related to the subject matter of the asynchronous automata theory and were 
focused around the main objective: to extricate the theory from the shortcomings inherent in 
the Huffman and non-Huffman models (they are comprehensively reviewed in [ 14]). Apart 
from the burden of struggle with races, the main stumbling block on this road was the 
implementation of an arbitrary logic for input change without using built-in delays, an issue 
that was impossible to resolve at that time. 

This does not however mean that one cannot find references to the papers of Muller in the 
later research. The case in point is in the lack of stimulating influence of the Muller results 
as witnessed by these books. 

The 1 970s as well as the early 1980s can be justifiably called an era of synchronous 
approach to the digital circuit design. At the same time both the idea and the methods of 
self-timing were undergoing a slow but distinct evolution. 

Meanwhile it was precisely in the mid- 1 970s that the concept of "aperiodic automaton" 
was formulated, many basic constructs of self-timed circuits were developed, and the funda
mentals of their formal and structural design were suggested [ 1 4]. Nonetheless, fundamental 
ideas and the results of this first book on self-timing [ 14] seemed to remain on the periphery 
of the scientific conscience, hedged out by the stone walls of the linguistic and political 
isolationism. 

More or less in the middle of the 1980s an avalanche of the papers dealing with theoretical 
and practical aspects of the STC design came down. It is hardly possible to comprehensively 
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analyze and neatly straighten up the e,ntire bulk of these ideas, efforts, and results. Our 
objective here is much more modest: we would like to supplement the main topic of this 
book with succinct comments that may facilitate guidance, as we hope, for the reader guidance 
in this "sea" of publications. 

We are quite aware, of course, that in trying to present such a super-brief guide to the main 
results and the main research centers in self-timing we are risking treading on somebody's 
toes. Therefore, from the very beginning we ask for your tolerance of inevitable inaccuracies 
in characteristics, evaluations, and factual data. We are quite positive that outside the scope of 
this review one can easily find many worthy scientists, research schools, centers, and teams. 
Nonetheless, we hope that the benefits of such a "roll call" outweighs, at least marginally, 
the unintentional damage due to vexing omissions. 

It is our pleasant duty to express at this point our sincere gratitude to all our colleagues 
who supplied us with the much needed information to be used in this review and who took 
time to discuss it and to make fitting comments. 

An interested reader would be recommended to read review of lA. Brzozowski and C-IH. 
Seger [64]. Their book is about to be published. These two publications deal mostly with the 
classical methods of asynchronous circuit design. Nonetheless they also reveal fertile links 
that exist between the idea of asynchronous operation and those of self-timing. 

The review [339] is an attempt to compare some modern techniques of asynchronous 
design (Chu's STG; Ebergen's traces; Dill's verification method etc.) on one simple (and 
consequently easily observable) example and can also be recommended to the reader. 

In modern engineering it became customary to mix synchronous, classical asynchronous, 
as well as self-timing approaches to system design at both the circuit and the architecture 
level. 

Self-timing as a new term is intended to stress the difference it brings in comparison to 
both classic approaches: to the synchronous and asynchronous ones. The former of the two 
inevitably involves some system clock that is used to synchronize the operation of different 
circuit components in time. In a synchronous circuit the length of the timing signal should 
be such that it would give enough time for all the transients to settle, i.e., for the circuit to 
reach its stable state. 

In this case we have to always allow for the worst case, which means that in order to 
calculate the required clock pulse duration one should take the longe�t c�ain of gates and add 
up the maximal possible switching times of these gates. In so doing one should also allow for 
the possible technological spread of the gate parameters as well as probable variations in the 
operation conditions (such as temperature, supply voltage, etc.) and the parameter variations 
due to the aging. When we do not take all this into account or do it negligently it may lead 
to parametric failures (as the transients fail to fit within the clock cycle). According to 
information of the several service centers about 70 per cent of control computer malfunctions 
is due to parametric failures. Because of this need to be highly conservative in the choice of 
the clock rate synchronous circuits operate, as a rule, 1 .5 to 2 times slower than it would be 
possible if they used the most of the speed of their components. 

One would think that well-known methods of asynchronous circuits design are free from 
these problems of synchronous circuits. Indeed, transient processes in such circuits are 
triggered by the changes in the gate inputs rather than by the arrival of the clock pulse 
as in the synchronous case. Unfortunately, all the difficulties involved in determining the 
clock period for synchronous circuits are similar to finding the rate of the input change in 
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asynchronous circuits, in which the input must not change its state before all the transient 
processes inside the circuit set off by the previous change have completed (''fundamental 

·mode" of operation) . 

Besides, such circuits require special data encoding and hence turn out to be considerably 
more complex than their synchronous counterparts [59,85,86] . That is why the circuits that 
we used to call asynchronous (i.e., as circuits with fundamental mode of operation) are not 
really such in the precise meaning of the term. In order to provide for the proper interaction 
of these circuits with the "environment" we still have to allow for the "interaction time", 
which is conceptually not much different from the computation of the clock period. 

Anyhow, timing still remains today the main means of control of the temporal behavior of 
digital circuits. 

In the Introduction we discussed some difficulties that became ever more pronounced in the 
modern VLSI due to theiueliance on the synchronous principles of operation. In all fairness 
one should mention that the first trouble attributed to timing was noticed as early as in the 
late 1 960s. Later it became known as the electronic arbitration issue [87,88]. In effect this 
problem came to light when an attempt was made to provide for the temporal compatibility of 
two synchronous devices with different master clocks (the problem of synchronizer design). 
From the conceptual viewpoint the difficulty of this task (see, e.g., [4,89-9 1] )  is because 
simultaneity can be treated only as a mathematical abstraction. 

Actual clock pulses from different master clocks are not instantaneous and can be interre
lated in an arbitrary way. Under such a condition circuit operation depends on the duration of 
the clock pulse overlap. At a certain critical value of this overlap the synchronizer behavior 
becomes anomalous (it enters the region of metastability) and this, in its own turn, can lead 
to system failures as demonstrated by theory and experimental studies [89-94]. 

It is particularly unfortunate that the probability of such failures turns out to be extremely 
sensitive to an increase of the clock frequency. Thus in the case of the flip-flop circuit built 
from gates with 2 ns delay the mean time between such failures of timing drops from 1.6* 1011 
(to the 1 1 th power) years at 5 MHz frequency to 1 . 1 1  min at 20 MHz [94] . 

Unfortunately, similar situations may be encountered within synchronous circuits if we 
are incapable of providing for the accurate relative position of different clock pulses. The 
heart of the matter here is that in modern VLSI the reduction of the size of active components 
(with 0.5 - 1  11m per junction [95,96]) results in the wires occupying the major part of the LSI, 
so wire delays essentially determine the circuit speed. For a technology with a feature size 
0.5 11m, independent on the wire width, a diffusion delay in a signal propagation varies from 
0.3 ns for a metal line 1 mm long to 500 nsec for a poly silicon wire of the same length. This 
delay increases as a square of the wire length. And this is in the case of an unloaded wire. 
Any load (gate inputs) can only increase this delay. The number of nodes that must be driven 
by the clock pulses runs into thousands and they are placed throughout the whole chip area. 

This situation is further aggravated by the "scaling effect" [23,24] due to which the 
proportional reduction of the geometrical dimensions of the wafer makes the wire delays 
increase faster than component delays. 

Thus wire delays induce the clock pulse skew. Moreover, if we also take into account the 
fact that the input of one of the gates may need to be properly synchronized with the output 
of other remote gates, then we will be forced to admit that even inside a synchronous circuit 
the electronic arbitration phenomenon is also quite possible. 
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All these considerations have impelled the authors of [23,24] to formulate the concepts 
of an equipotential region [24], i.e., such an area within the VLSI where it is admissible to 
assume that the clock time is actually the same and that effective timing is really possible. 

We are inclined to give preference to the term of "equichronic region" for this local area 
as in this way we underscore that the time there can be taken as a continuous physical variable 
rather than a system time induced solely by the cause-effect relations between various events, 
i.e., by coordination and ordering of events. 

Accurate evaluation of the dimensions of this equichronic region is a non-trivial problem 
but at the clock rates of the order of 10 MHz and the gate operation time of the order of 2 ns 
the linear dimension of such a region is estimated to be between 8 and lOmm. A fourfold 
increase of the gate operation rate decreases the dimensions of the equichronic region by the 
factor of 2. 

Modern microprocessors contain millions of transistors and their clock rate can be as high 
as hundreds of MHz, so organizing a proper clocking in them would need several dozens of 
clocking threads. 

Until recently, one of the major ways for increasing the level of integration and the speed 
of the circuits was the reduction of the transistor size. Meanwhile, at least in the case of 
silicon technology this course has today nearly reached its physical boundary: in the case of 
VLSI with a channel of 0.25 pm this length found room for 450 periods of the silicon lattice. 
It is atoms that now begin to count. 

Another strategy of rising the integration scale is in increased VLSI size. The case in point 
is the VLSI wafers of the lOO x 100 mm size. In such a single-chip system the problems of 
timing become really critical. The reader may be aware of rather bizarre attempts to resolve 
these problems, say, by means of global synchronization with a laser beam [2]. 

Until now we were discussing the problems of the inter-circuit (microlevel) timing only. 
In designing extra-complex parallel computer systems, however, similar troubles become 
felt at the system (macro) level. For instance, for a computer system of the "Cosmic Cube" 
type involving 224 processors, even the very idea of overall synchronization becomes clearly 
meaningless [99,100]. 

Discarding the traditional approach to timing is also inherent in so called wave (systolic) 
systems [101], data-flow computers [102,103], etc. 

During the second workshop on self-timing (M.LT, 1980) 1. Degni$ from M.LT. claimed 
that the timing approach is incapable of assuring the VLSI development operating in sub
micron technology. His statement was: "I believe that I would express a common view if 
I say that the self-timing principle plays a crucial if not critical role in the development of 
very-large scale integration . .. " [104] 

Another important factor in the revival of the interest in self-timing was the work of 
c.L. Seitz [23,24] and especially the "System Timing" chapter from the best-selling book 
of C. Mead and L. Conway [95]. Nonetheless, somewhat oversimplified rendering of the 
self-timing issues along with an overriding attention to quasi-self-timed implementation in 
these publications has led to putting some modern research on theoretical justification for the 
approach in oblivion. Reliance on "economical" quasi-self-timed designs results in a loss of 
several major STC merits (their self-checking, their tolerance to parametric failures, etc.). 

Judging from their publications many researchers have decided that the STC theory has 
begun with [23,24]. 

To correct this distorted impression we would like once again to underscore the merit 
of the pioneering papers of D.E. Muller et al. [7-11,61,139]. As is usually apt to happen, 
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neglecting "obsolete" res'earch tends to result in vexing mistakes in some well- known recent 
publications and in forsaking of some already discovered "Americas". 

Designing self-timed circuits calls for rethinking of the content of nearly every design stage. 
Therefore, an interested reader may find some traces of research in self-timing at nearly every 
level of computer science from physical substantiation of the model hypotheses and transistor 
diagrams to multi-processor system architecture. Hence, we decided to subdivide our review 
into several sectors corresponding to the traditional classification of the digital system design 
according to the design stages and levels. 

In the existing literature the class of systems that we are interested in is designated by a 
virtual host of names. 

Among them are self-timed circuits (STC), speed-independent circuits, dead-beat, aperi

odic, delay-independent, delay-insensitive (Dl), and semi-modular circuits to quote a few. 
Recently, (probab,ly due to J.T. Udding [63] , who has started this ball rolling) the trend is 

taking shape as how to differentiate between all the terms listed above. 
When we speak about self-timed circuits (in the wide sense) we refer to the absence of 

external sources of synchronization. Under such an interpretation all the remaining narrower 
classes fall into this broad category. Among the latter, one may also refer to self-timed 
circuits in a narrow sense (due to Seitz), that is circuits whose operation depends on a certain 
relation between various delays (e.g., under assumption that total delay of any three gates 
together is always greater than the similar delay for any two gates) [77,224,225 ,234] . 

Speed-independent circuits are the circuits whose global behavior is independent of the 
delays of its components. Semi-modular circuits are the circuits that are totally independent 
of the delays of every component. Finally, delay-insensitive circuits are the circuits that are 
independent of delays of both the components and the wires (all or inter-module only) of the 
circuit. 

Within the confines of the present chapter we will use the "self-timed circuit" term in its 
broad sense as before unless otherwise stated, i.e., to denote the entire variety of this class of 
circuits. 

8.2 Model abstractions 

Self-timing is usually introduced at the logic level of digital system design. Justification of 
the representation of underlying circuit (hardware) components by logic elements (gate, wire, 
delay, etc.) calls for numerical analysis, physical modeling (to study physical processes in 
semiconductor circuits), and occasional breadboarding. 

In the publications of Muller and his colleagues mentioned above a logic representation 
of circuits known as Muller model was suggested. We have discussed it at length in the 
Chapter 1 .  This model i s  based o n  the hypothesis that gate delays are predominant in 
comparison to the wire delays (after a fork of the wire). 

In the case of modern VLSI such an assumption taken literally becomes hardly convincing 
to put it mildly. Now one should either allow for the wire delays at the logic level and ensure 
circuit insensitivity to both the gate and the wire delays (DI), or rely on specific measures 
introduced at the levels of circuit engineering, of circuit layout, and of manufacturing. 

The first of these possibilities was discussed in several publications. In our opinion, 
however, it is distinctly preferable to rely on the combination of the both approaches. 

It was demonstrated in 1 982 [82, 1 1 5] that for a circuit to become sensitive to wire delays 
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it is sufficient that it had a "term takeover" in the excitation or equilibrium functions of some 
components of the circuit (i.e., that one excited or stable state of the output of one of its 
components is sustained by more than one term of the inherent function of this component). 

Thus, designing circuits that are insensitive to wire delays is infeasible without additional 
constraints on the wire layout. The heart of the matter is in that in nearly every real-life 
circuit a term takeover takes place. It occurs, e.g., in equilibrium functions (due to feedback) 
of all existing flip-flop (RS-, T-, D-flip-flops, C-elements, etc.). 

Comprehensive treatment of the wire delay sensitivity issue can be found in [4]. 

Comparable conclusions were made independently by C. Seger [76] and A. Martin [77] 

who have proved that it is impossible even to design a modulo-2 counter (T-flip-flop) in 
a purely delay insensitive way. 1. Brzozowski and 1. Ebergen have proved the same for 
RS-Iatch and C-element [64,335]. 

These negative results were mistakenly interpreted by several authors as a proof that it is 
conceptually impossible to design a practically useful delay-insensitive circuit and, hence an 
indication of the collapse of the entire idea of self-timing. In reality, however, it only means 
that such a "strong" property as delay-insensitivity requires special techniques to be used. 

One of such ways is an isochronic fork method [77]. Such an approach, however, ran into 
certain difficulties, originally pointed out by J.E. Robertson [l39]. They were also studied at 
some length by K. van Berkel [75]. The gist of these problems is in the fact that equalizing 
the wire propagation delay alone does not ensure by itself the simultaneity of the signal 
reception in different gates. One has also take into account another important issue, the 
spread of threshold voltages. 

Two other directions for designing DI circuits are also known. 
The first of these two proceeds from the thesis that a circuit should be insensitive only to 

delays in "interface" wires that connect compact modules located in equipotential regions. 
As to the implementation of the modules themselves, they need not be the subject of equally 
stringent constraints (e.g., here it might be sufficient to provide for insensitivity to gate 
delays). 

The modular systems that manifest such an approach was put forward by P. Keller [111] 

as early as in 1980. Q-modules due to Ch. Molnar et al. [150,214] are also widely known in 
this respect. 

In [148,225-227 ,307 ,310,333-335] a theory of delay-insensitive circuits was presented by 
1. Ebergen. This theory is based on the idea of trace structures and the eSP-like program nota
tion with handshake atomic communication actions. Synthesis methods of delay-insensitive 
circuits are given on the basis of the set of basic components (WIRE, MERGE, TOGGLE, 
JOIN=C-element and so on). As often happens the internal implementation of the basic 
components is left out of the scope of theory and is assumed to be delay-sensitive (though 
possibly speed-independent). 

An interesting example using the latter approach in implementing DI-counters with con
stant response time can be found in [307]. 

The logic compilation and design methods suggested by 1. Stranstrup, M. Greenstreet 
and their coworkers [18,255,257,322] rely also on "intermodular" delay insensitivity while a 
module itself may mean a small building block (e.g. such as Muller's C-element). 

K. van Berkel, M. Rem et al. have suggested the concept of "VLSI Programming" based on 
CSP-like language Tangram and logical and silicon compilation of this specification directly 
to DI-implementation with isochronic forks [19,47,237,347]. 

Methods of the DI-circuit design (specification, correctness verification and synthesis) 
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based on CSP-like algebraic formalism are being developed by J.T. Udding , M.B. Josephs 
and others [300,309]. 

Methods of self-synchronizing encoding in interface lines as the remedy against "skew of 

wire delays" were studied in [ 1 55 , 1 56] and are covered in great detail in [4]. 
The second approach to DI-circuit design draws upon the idea of abandoning the traditional 

technique of forking the signal by a fork of current. It is replaced by a method of a strict 
ordering of switchovers of all the components connected to the wire having a signal fork. In 
this case, we can go round the all output elements of the wire one by one in linear order using 
a "field fork" instead of a "current fork" . Such an approach is discussed in [74] down to the 
CMOS transistor level. 

The most recent results in "field forking" are briefly outlined in [52] . They help to simplify 
greatly the design units suggested in [74] and to improve them to the point where they become 
quite suitable for pr,\ctis;al application. 

As publication [52] is hard to get and since the logic limitations in wire-delay insensitive 
design are considered by many as a manifestation of the immanent crisis of the self-timing 
philosophy we will take the liberty to expand somewhat our comments on [52] within the 
framework of the present review. 

wire 
I 

• b) 
transistor gate capacity 

------> .. �I char�:la�apacitY I > 
c) 

Figure 8.1. The "field fork" idea. 

The main idea of the method within the MOS technology (due to v.I. Varshavsky) banks 
on the possibility of using a polysilcon wire for both forming the transistor gate and making 
an interconnection with other components (cf. Figure 8 . la).  In such a case the time needed 
to charge the gate capacity is included (as is shown in Figure 8 . 1  b and c) in the delay of signal 
propagation through the wire. It is this structure that was given the name of the "fieldfork" 

for the MOS technology (similar devices can also be developed for other technologies such 
as ECL). 

The sequential ordering of forks (the gates) can be reflected in both behavioral and logical 
models. 

The application of field forking proves to be correct under the following assumption about 
the MOS-transistor behavior. If two MOS-transistors are connected in parallel (in series) 
(see Figure 8.2) and Y = 1(0), the charge of the gate capacity of the transistor X should be 
above (below) the switch-;on (switch-off) threshold. This is required to keep its conductivity 
(nonconductivity) state. In .eeL technology another assumption should be adopted about the 
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a) 

Figure 8.2. A parallel (a) and series (b) connection of MOS-transistors. 

multi-emitter bipolar transistor: the presence of current in any emitter guarantees its presence 
in every other emitter as well. 

�<�------------------------------��------, 
Ack 

Inp 

F = X3X4(Ask v Inp) v Acklnp 

® - Field Fork 

dij - delay associated with the j-th 
field fork for variable Xi 

Inl � n2� pl� p� - ordering of the 
Field Forks in 

� • gales Xl and X2. 

Figure 8.3. A delay-insensitive modulo-2 counter with field forks. 

Figure 8.3 presents a circuit for a modulo-2 counter whose behavior is independent of the 
wire and gate delays. An essential feature of this design is in the ordering of its field forks 
(denoted symbolically as a solid circle over the wire crossing the gate) for signal I np for the 
gates Xl and X2. If Inp goes from 0 to 1 ,  this ordering is inessential as in such a mode only 
one of the two gates can be switched (X3 = X 4 = 0). If, on the other hand, we consider 
the case of signal I np going from 1 into 0, then correctness of the gates' behavior will be 
determined by the ordering of field forks. For this circuit to operate properly it is necessary 
to, first, switch off the pair of n-transistors (or to use one n-transistor shared by both gates), 
then switch on, in arbitrary order, both p-transistors, and, finally, the check I np signal at the 
Ack output. 
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Note, that in [76,77] it was proved impossible to design such a counter in the class of 
DI-circuits. The field forking technique helps to overcome this kind of difficulties. 

It would however be fair to admit that such a design is highly involved and calls for a certain 
technological support. Thus it should be recommended but in a local sense, wherever it was 
proved impossible to ensure the validity of Muller assumptions in a natural way. Anyhow 
the idea to localize the "forking issues" in dedicated modules appears to be promising on its 
own. 

Combined behavior of DI-modules can be realized without forking, by using DI-cells 
whose input-output behavior is similar to that of the one-place buffer of Martin [77] . A 
prototype for this cell (that was neither DI nor semi-modular) was suggested as early as in 
[ 145] to be known later as David cell and was improved in [4,297,298] . 

Consider the implementation of the handshaking fork shown in Figure 8.4 that is both 
component and wir� delay independent. Figure 8.4a presents a distributor cell (David 
cell) whose components are used to implement the field forking. The overall structure of 
such forking, the specification of its behavior, and the logical functions implemented by 
the components are shown in Figure 8.4b,c and d respectively. The specification contains 
auxiliary variables that allow for the action of the signal receiver and transmitter. They are 
introduced to ensure the correctness and completeness of the representation of the module 
interaction protocols. The step from the behavioral specification to Boolean functions of the 
components is performed on the basis of methods discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and implemented 
in a sub-system TRASYN of the FORCAGE CAD tool (see Chapter 9). Using the same cells 
one can always implement any behavior defined in the CD language. 

Thus, to overcome the "slow wire crisis" within the self-timing philosophy, one can rely on 
specific techniques for the design, layout, and manufacture of transistor circuits. This allows 
us to maintain the validity of the hypotheses inherent in the Muller model. Note, however, 
that this is precisely the case when (as in Lewis Carroll) "it takes you all the running you can 
do, to keep in the same place". 

8.3 Specification of self-timed circuits 

The first tool capable of specifying the behavior of STCs was the transition diagram (TD) 

for Muller model. TD is known also as Muller diagram or as a state graph (in the latter case 
a TD undergoes several modifications [21 ,25,27] ) .  We have already dealt with TDs at great 
length in Chapters 1 ,2, and 3. The straightforwardness of TDs helps this model to remain the 
main specification tool if we need a detailed (in terms of global states) representation of the 
circuit behavior. 

In parallel with the research involving the Muller model, in the 1960s, the model called 
Petri nets (PN) came into being. This model owes its name to C.A. Petri, who suggested 
in 1962 a model for describing information flows in systems. The advanced idea was 
taken up in the USA. Many problems of the relevant theory were formulated and resolved 
in [ 1 06, 107] where the main directions of potential applications were also outlined. The 
formalism has proved to be extremely popular due to its capability of coping with the issues 
of the asynchronism and parallelism, process nondeterminism and process dynamics. Much 
of its success is attributed to its inherent features such as simple syntax and expressive power 
conveniently combined with its broad functionality. 

The Petri net theory �haf was developed more or less independently could be regarded 
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Figure 8.4. Delay insensitive fork element with the field forking of wires. 
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not as an autonomous field of research but rather as a branch of the automata theory in its 
broad sense. In this review we adopt this particular stance and hence will limit ourselves to 
referring to the publications that have had a direct bearing on self-timed circuit design. This 
comment is very much in order: the major bulk of research in Petri nets "services" the subject 
matter of the general system theory and theory of parallel programming. Nonetheless, the 
conceptual side of the Petri net theory is quite akin to the idea of self-timing. Moreover, 
Petri nets proves to be clearly beneficial in self-timed applications as this model opens the 
way for direct conversion of the net from the corresponding class into a self-timed circuit 
bypassing the need for encoding ("direct translation of the initial specification to the circuit 
implementation"). 

As to the achievements in the PN theory of the 1970s, it is worth noting that the greatest 
contribution of this period was probably due to M. Hack [287] with its theoretical develop
ments, and to a series. of papers dealing with marked graphs (a subclass of PN) published 
by F. Commoner, C. Holt et al. [ 1 08] . J.R. Jump and P.S. Thiagarajan [34] suggested a 
model based on marked graphs to be known as signal graphs (SiG). Although this model 
was originally intended as an adequate tool for the representation of asynchronous module 
interaction (in the handshake mode), it transpired later that virtually the same model proves 
to be suitable for distributive circuit specification [35,82,128] .  

From the circuit engineering perspective one has to point out the research that was con
ducted in the Airspace Research Center of Toulouse. This work produced a wide range of 
basic asynchronous modules to be later used in the design of the industrial automation circuits 
from their specifications in the PN language [ 109]. Unfortunately these advancements were 
not altogether "pure" as many of the suggested units were not really self-timed. 

Particular attention should be given to the work ofD. Misunas [44] who was engaged in the 
design of pipelines, i.e., self-timed buffer registers of the pipeline type. Growing integration 
scale produced a much needed impetus to the research of asynchronous logic arrays and here 
one should single out the results of S.S.  Patil who was using Petri nets as a source language 
for the microprogramming control specification [ 1 10] .  

I t  i s  also worth noting that one of the pioneers of parallel algorithm theory R.M. Keller 
has published a paper [ 1 1 1] dedicated to the set of self-timed modules where he has also 
formulated an open problem: what is the minimum total number of inputs and outputs of the 
modules that form a functionally complete set. This "Keller problem" has found its solution 
only in [ 1 1 5] where it was shown that within the framework of the Muller model assumptions 
each semi-modular circuit can be implemented in the ordinary logical basis formed by NAND 
and NOR gates with associated fan-ins and fan-outs equal to 2. 

Among the models of asynchronous parallel systems the most general language is offered 
by the formalisms of asynchronous processes [4, 1 12] and of the (l named transition systems" 

due to R.M. Keller [53] . An asynchronous process permits us to represent the circuit operation 
with a minimum of detail, regardless of the constraints imposed by the issues of hardware 
implementation. At the early stage of design when only "key" items in the circuit operation 
are defined the number of episodes of the corresponding asynchronous process might be 
relatively low. Abstract nature of the representation is a main merit of such generalized 
models as they make it possible to study the "global" circuit behavior without going inro 
details of its structural properties. Their orientation towards "approximate" represenrario 
permits us to treat [53,1 12] as "precursors" ofthe most recent direction of research: self- . 
VLSI "programming" by means of specialized high-level programming languages. 

The global state models \state transition diagrams of Muller or Petri net's marking die:: "'----
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can be regarded as the structural interpretations of an asynchronous process which employ 
ordering set of signals (states of transition diagrams or PN markings) as global "situations" 
or states [33, 1 12]. 

In [45] S.S. Pati! and 1. Dennis have proved that the processes in semi-modular circuits 
are represented by persistent PN, i.e., such PNs in which the firing of one of its transitions 
could not cancel an excitation of any other transition. At the same time it became evident that 
there exist such persistent PNs that one cannot find for them any corresponding semi-modular 
circuit [ 14]. 

Petri nets as much as several other models offer two different means of process character
ization. They specify system behavior in terms of the relations that link different events and 
as such they are also equipped with the tool for describing the same behavior by means of 
complete system states (marking diagrams). This situation can be explained by tj1e fact that 
most analysis techniques developed so far are generally applieq tq glopal state models only. 
It is worth noting, however, that the relationship between events is actually The main capture 
of the model while the "complete state" language offers only an auxiliary tool. 

One has to admit that many researchers were tempted to use the graph-theoretic models 
for the parallel process specification. In this context it is worth mentioning the various 
modifications of parallel algorithmfiow-charts (PAFC) [ 14, 1 19] ,  A-programs [ 14, 1 29] as 
well as T-nets [ 1 1 6] and event structures [39,21 6,243] .  A characteristic feature of all these 
models is a lack of means for specifying the operation dynamics (like the marking update 
rules for PN). As a result, these models are under-equipped to handle the major problems of 
behavioral analysis of self-timed systems. To perform such an analysis it is often necessary 
to go back to the Petri net model. 

Convenience and compactness of representations in terms of the sequences of the gate 
triggering was clearly recognized in the very take-off of the sample-data theory. As early 
as in [ 1 30] , more than 40 years ago, M.A. Gavrilov suggested a model which he called 
"Switch-onformula" .  Obviously, the switch-on formula language was not developed at that 
time in every detail and in particular it lacked means for describing parallelism and loops. 
The next landmark on this vista seems to be the "change charts" due to D.E. Muller [ 12]. 

After this, the interest in such models had more or less died out and was revived only in 
the late 1970s in connection with the task of describing the data communication protocols for 
computer networks and systems. In this context we have to refer o!}ce. again to [34] where 
probably for the first time the model that was very close to signal graphs was suggested. 

Models that use orderings over the set of events, i.e., changes in state or signals, to describe 
system behavior are commonly called event-based. 

Event-based models define feasible sequences of signal changes. Depending on the means 
used to specify the set of feasible sequences of events all such models can be conventionally 
subdivided into trace models and graphical ones. 

I The trace theory [62,8 1 ]  asserted itself as a new and convenient theoretical tool in the 
mid- 1980s endures today a period of certain aloofness on the part of designers as the traces 
are hardly suitable for handling practical applications. A common shortcoming of the direct 
use of the trace models and transition diagrams is their exponential complexity to the size of 
the source specification. 

The trace models lean towards approaches working with formal grammars and other 
formalisms based on expressions (cf. , regular expressions), and as such operate directly with 
feasible sequences of changes [ 17,37,62,8 1 ,210,21 1 ,235] . 

The trace approach seems to be still capable of playing a positive role as an intermediate 
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tool for several analytical stages for the graph-theoretical or algebraic models though even 
for this purpose one has to take into consideration that trace analysis requires a lot of effort. 
On the other hand, traces may well prove to be very useful for generating a complex behavior 
out of simple forms by means of a composition approach. 

It would be also fair to recognize the role of traces as a "technical" language in proving 
relevant theorems rather than relying on it for specification and verification of STC behavior 
[56] .  

Graph-theoretic event-based models appear i n  this respect to be considerably more con
venient and efficient for practical STC design purposes. 

Such graph models borrow from the Petri net theory the concept of "true concurrency" 
and, to a lesser degree, rely on the ideas of interleaving inherent in the trace approach. Note 
that committed compliance with the "true concurrency" principle in PN applications to STC 
behavior specifi�ation calls for a shift of focus from the policy of sequential or maximal 
firing of the excited transitions to the strategy of "joint feasibility" or "joint concurrency" . 
This last strategy consists in transfer of the principles of asynchronous realization of excited 
variables inherent in the Muller model to the Petri net "terrain" (e.g., work on circuit Petri 
nets in [4, 1 1 3] (cf. the ideas of [380]).  

In [ 1 1 3] interpretation of the "circuit Petri net" operation was based on the concept of 
a set of variables that are "jointly enabled". It is also akin to the interpretation adopted in 
[56,246,247,25 1 ] .  

The most general case of arbitrary Petri nets i s  redundant from the viewpoint of an 
expressive power it offers and too complicated as a tool for behavior specification, behavior 
analysis, and self-timed circuit design. Graph models are often developed, therefore, on the 
basis of structurally constrained PN. More often than not this role belongs to interpreted 
marked graphs and free choice nets. It is these sub-classes that were used by A.T. Chu to 
suggest a "signal transition graph" (STG) model [21 ,46, 1 3 1 - 1 33,296] . 

The PN lineage of the STG model [20,26,296] makes it possible to capitalize on the well
known results of M. Hack on free-choice PN analysis and decomposition [287] . On the other 
hand, however, this unnecessarily complicates the circuit interpretation of the model and 
eventually results in inaccuracies which are especially vexing in view of the STG popUlarity. 

Although the main model treated in this book, the CD model, was discovered and analyzed 
somewhat before STGs [35,82] because of the "linguistic barrier" it became known to the 
majority of researchers a little bit later [4,58 ,263], with the STG theory as a "background". 
Superficially CDs and STGs are very much alike but in reality CDs both genetically and 
semantically dates mainly from the Muller model. 

The major difference between CDs and STGs is not in more advanced expressive capabili
ties of CDs (as manifest in the weak precedence and disengage able arcs) though without these 
features it would be hard to develop an event-based model with the expressive power equal 
to that of CD. Instead, CD relies on the interpretation of th� result of a change instantiation 
that is conceptually different from that adopted in STGs. 

The CD interpretation is closely related to the model correctness criteria. Therefore it 
would be better to postpone the comparison of CDs and STGs till the next section. Here. 
we can just comment on the fundamental concept of semi-modularity, which has recene�· 
become subject to quite unfounded revision [20,27,272,296] . 

The semi-modularity property is dual by its nature. On the one hand, it relates to 
correctness of circuiLbehavior (if a component is excited it may be reset in the stable � 

only by changing its Qutput and not as result of a change in its inputs). 
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On the other hand it is also a purely formal feature of the circuit TDs (transitions of the 
type 1 *� 1 and O*�O are not allowed in semi-modular TDs). The latter definition has its 
formal roots in the lattice-algebraic properties of cumulative diagrams (cf. Chapter 3 and 
[ 1 2]) .  Cumulative diagrams (CTD) can be obtained from TDs in the form of ordered sets 
of cumulative states that accumulate the number of changes undergone by the component 
outputs (cf. also Chapters 1 ,3 ,  and 4). In [ 1 2] it was shown that the CTD of a semi-modular 
TD forms a semi-modular lattice with zero [54] (it is this algebraic terminology that gave 
birth to the term "semi-modularity" in our context). Fortunately, however, when we deal with 
a circuit and its TD it turns out to be immaterial which of these two definitions to employ 
(as they prove to be equivalent) and in [ 12] the differences between the two are not taken 
into account - TDs are used only to describe circuits. It is quite another matter if we are 
using some behavioral representation (say, TD or CD) as a source specification, rather than 
a circuit's Muller model. In this case an CTD derived for a given TD may well be still a 
semi-modular lattice despite the fact that in the TD we may have states with identical Boolean 
codes but different distribution of excitations (such states are called contradictory ones [263] 
(see also Chapter 7) while elsewhere one may employ the terminology due to T.A. Chu and 
to refer to such a situation as to a violation of the "unique state coding" (USC)-property 

[30,296] or the "complete state coding" (CSC)-property [3 1 8,3 19]). 
Such TDs do not correspond directly to any circuit (Le., we can speak here only about the 

correspondence between the projection of a circuit on a subset of its components and such 
a TD, and regard such a TD as a means for partial specification of a circuit: in terms of the 
behavior of its most essential or external variables). And we cannot simply discard such TDs 
as this would lead to the violation of the correspondence between TD and CD (STG) (certain 
CDs correspond exactly to contradictory TDs). 

In view of the above it should be clear that the definition of semi-modularity introduced in 
[ 12] for circuits becomes unsuitable if we deal with a source specification of behavior (TD or 
CD). The correspondence between TD and CTD with semi-modular lattice proves to be more 
fundamental. It dictates the very nature of semi-modularity. Thus, it would be reasonable 
to try to extend the concept of semi-modularity to cover TD with contradictory states in a 
manner similar to what was done in defining it for TD (cf. Definition 1 .2.2). Such a definition 
should be equivalent to the statement that the corresponding CTD is a semi-modular lattice 
[80] . 

In the light of these comments, recent attempts to gear the notion of the semi-modularity 
to the USC-property of STG [27] appear to be superficial. There is no difficulty in setting an 
example (Figure 8.5) of a contradictory but at the same time semi-modular TD along with 
the appropriate CD (or, if need be, with the appropriate STG). 

The need to specify interface processes, library modules, and other "open" circuits incites 
the researcher to expand the expressive power of event-based models. Usually, such an 
expansion involves introducing in the model additional "free choice" vertices known also as 
the "exclusive OR" vertices [ 16,26,27 , 133,296]. 

The problem of choosing the representation means for a model has two different as
pects. On the one hand, the greater is the variety in the expressive means the greater is 
the representational power of specifications, which generally would lead to more compact 
representations. 

On the other hand, however, the expansion of expressive capabilities usually complicates 
the model handling, especially its analysis. Therefore, in order to facilitate the model 
treatment an input-output device can be conveniently described in terms of a diagram without 
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Figure 8.5. A contradictery semi-modular (totally sequential) 1D (a) and the corresponding 
CD (b). 

choice vertices. Every representation with free choice nodes can be always "unfolded" 
into a specification without choice but covering, nonetheless, all the feasible sequences (see 
Chapter 5).  

In this way, a "kit" of representation means is usually a trade-off between a strive towards 
specification compactness and the awareness of inordinate complication of the analysis 
problems. 

Several (but by no means every) approaches to the development of the theory of event
based models with choice vertices (of the type of STO with free choice vertices or CD with 
exclusive precedence) in the context of STC verification and analysis problems can be found 
in [26,27,68,296]. 

Within the framework of the "VLSI programming" [ 1 2 1 ,228,237,347] both global and 
event-based models, as a means of detailed specification of the behavior of the circuit, 
represent the notation of the "circuit assembler" level. 

In this context, the specification of self-timed circuits in specialized "high-level languages" 
should not be taken as a generalized behavioral model (as in the case of asynchronous 
processes) but rather as a means for explicating the "top-down" design paradigm in its 
application to STCs. We have discussed this subject in Chapter 5. Suffice to say that this 
most recent direction of research is not without its pre-history. 

Among the specification languages of the structural level it is worth mentioning such hard
ware description languages as STRICT, SCHOLAR, and the like [49, 1 2 1 ] .  It becomes possi
ble also to find several exam pIes of application of OCCAM language for process specification 
and its direct translation into self-timed devices [48] .  Specification in terms of the models 
such as CSP of C.A.R. Hoare [41 ] ,  communicating processes of R. Milner [42], guards of 
E.W.Dijkstra [43] etc., is yet another area of the galloping growth. After certain modification 
they can serve as a basis for automatic (computer-aided) conversion (translation) of a high
level specification into the self-timed circuit design [ 1 6, 1 8, 1 47 , 148,233,254,300,309,347]. 

The VLSI programming is inspired by the most natural desire to arrive at operation able 
(in particular, self-timed) circuits with the shortest p.ossible lead time and at the same time 
to make transparent for the designer-user all the labour intensive analysis and design efforts. 
The most impressive results along this road were achieved by the group headed by Alain 
Martin [ 1 6, 1 2 1 , 1 47,2 1 8,219,228,229,234,245,254,262,274,276,277,313,3 14,321 ] ,  as well as 
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by Kees van Berkel, Martin Rem et al. [ 19,47,70,75,237,242,347] , Jo Ebergen [ 148,225-
227,307,3 10,333-335,383] , Jan Tijmen Udding, Mark Josephs et al. [63,300,309] and by 
Jprgen Staunstrup and his colleagues [203,2 1 1 ,2 12,232,270,286,288,289]. 

The self-timed VLSI programming in the papers mentioned above can serve as an example, 
in the final analysis, of modernization of certain methods of structural design and because 
of that the main obstacle here is in the difficulties of arriving at efficient implementations of 
useful units, modules, and libraries of circuit engineering solutions. We can mention here 
Steven Burns' work on performance analysis (on the basis of an event graph model similar to 
STGs and CDs) and for the optimization of asynchronous circuits by determining the optimal 
sizes of CMOS gates [276, 277, 3 14] . 

The specification correctness criteria in these papers are often formulated in terms of the 
specification properties rather than in terms of the properties of the circuits they implement. 

These shortcomings are only temporary, at least as we see it. The idea of "direct translation" 
of a high-level specification into the circuit design seems to be quite promising if it is supported 
by sufficiently powerful silicon compilers. 

8.4 Verification of specification and analysis of circuits 

The methods and algorithms of behavioral verification and analysis of STCs have been 
considered in Chapters 2 and 4. In the this review we shall only discuss some related work 
in this area. 

The first attempts to implement the STC analysis on the basis of their state transition 
diagrams dates to [61 , 1 24]. The process of analysis relies on the Muller model and solves the 
problems of the direct and inverse reachability and the problem of finding conflict states (i.e. ,  
states where semi-modularity, distributivity, etc., are directly violated). All these issues were 
studied from various perspectives in [67 ,82, 123,125] and the results are comprehensively 
covered in [4]. 

The limitation of the Muller model is in its low accommodation to the needs of the open 
circuit analysis (analysis of circuits with a large number of inputs) as well as in the lack of 
appropriate tools for representation of the input update disciplines. The analysis of self-timed 
interaction of a circuit and its environment can be performed by solving the indicatability 
problem for combinational circuits and automata [3,4] . 

Analysis of the circuit behavior for semi-modularity (i.e., independence of gate delays) 
can be reduced to the persistency analysis of the corresponding PN or STG [4,2 1 , 1 1 3] .  In 
this case, however, as in the direct analysis of the Muller model persistency checking proves 
to be impossible without solving the reachability problem. 

It is well-known [33 , 1 26] that the reach ability problem for PNs is generally very complex. 
In the special case of Petri nets that model the switching circuit behavior several inherent 
constraints (finite number of states, etc.) simplify this problem to a certain extent compared to 
general PNs. Among the various approaches to the specification and circuit process analysis 
by means of interpreted PN it is worth mentioning those of [36,44, 1 1 3, 1 27,246,247]. 

As was already stated the most suitable models for behavior verification are graphical 
event-based ones. The popularity of STGs, on the one hand, and our adherence to the CD 
model, on the other, require paying attention to comparison of the analytical capabilities of 
these two competing models. Decisive criteria in the judgement of which model is more 
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appropriate for solving the verification problem are those that show how sound and complete 
the model is with respect to the analyzed properties. 

Let us now discuss the main deficiencies of the STG studies from this angle. 
At present necessary and sufficient conditions for correctness that would ensure a self

timed implementation for STG model are yet to be discovered. 
Thus, e.g., in every publication beginning with [ 1 3 1 ]  it was required for an STG to 

be safe. This requirement was mistakenly associated with the very nature of a self-timed 
implementation. But it is not difficult to see that this is not the case. 
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Figure 8.6. An unsafe CD (a) and the corre
sponding semi-modular TD (b). 
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Figure 8.7. A non-persistent CD (a) 
and the corresponding semi-modular 
TD (b). 

Figure 8.6a shows an example of an STG in which after the sequence +a + d + e - d -a + d 
two tokens appear on the ( +d, +b) arc and hence the graph is unsafe. Nonetheless it is easy 
to construct a semi-modular TD from this graph that corresponds to a self-timed circuit. 

Note that in this case we were using the traditional interpretation of the semi-modularity 
due to Muller. Its modification as well as a replacement of TD by narrower state graph model 
in [20,21 ]  had eventually led to the shortcomings of STGs that we pinpointed earlier. 

The superfluous requirement of safety as a correctness property was probably more due 
to the nature of the analysis algorithms employed that involve checking simple cycles and 
which are obviously inapplicable to an unsafe STG. 

The persistency [20,21 ,296] requirement is also redundant. Figure 8.7a demonstrates an 
example of an inpersistent STG. In the eyes of STG buffs this graph is incorrect since it is not 
persistent for a pair +a --+ +b. After the change +a fires a token appears on the (+a, +b) 
arc with a = 1 and b being excited (0*) .  The instantiation of -a will reset the component 
into the state a = 0 and according to [21] will remove the preconditions for excitation of b 
and hence the token on (+a, +b) should disappear. In other words, nonpersistency of STG 
in the interpretation of [20,21 ]  results in semi-modularity violation and is unacceptable for 
STCs. One can however easily notice that this is not the case. Figure 8.7b shows the TD 
that corresponds to the graph of Figure 8.7a. This TD is clearly semi-modular and can be 
implemented in a self-timed circuit: a = be + ae, b = e + a, e = a + be. Moreover, the 
removal of the token from th'e (+a,  +b) arc seems to be purely artificial. 
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It should be mentioned that persistence was recently shown unnecessary in the work of 
L. Lavagno, R. Brayton, A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, and their colleagues from Berkeley 
University [25,27, 3 84] . 

Our second comment is closely related to the first. In view of the lack of the necessary 
condition for STG correctness there has effectively been no paper in which the descriptive 
power of STG is considered. Formal characteristics of a class of processes that can be 
described by STG have only been partly investigated (the only example is probably the recent 
joint work between Newcastle and Berkeley reported in [378,379]) and it is not at all clear 
what is the place of STG specifications in the entire class of self-timed processes. 
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Figure 8.8. A circuit with the 
initialization signal y (b) and 
corresponding TD (a). 
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Figure 8.9. CD with an OR-event and the cor
responding TD (a); circuit implementation (b). 

The STG without free choice provides absolutely no means for specifying processes that 
are not completely cyclic. Such processes are well-known to designers. They correspond to 
the circuits which before they enter their main operation modtt have to pass through an initial 
period of runaway. (A simplest example of such a circuit with the initialization signal y as 
well as the corresponding TD are shown in Figure 8.8a and b.) 

STGs are also unsuitable for a description of processes in which some of the events are 
interrelated by the links of the "non-orthogonal OR" type. In such a process (cf., e.g., CD 
from Figure 8.9a) signal c can be changed either after a change of signal a, or after a change 
in signal b, or else after both these signals has changed together (as indicated by a dashed 
line on the graph from Figure 8.9a). Such a behavior is clearly described (see Chapter 1 )  
by a semi-modular TD and belongs to the class of  self-timed processes (the circuit is in  the 
Figure 8.9b). As a result, semi-modular but non-distributive circuits [20,296] are implicitly 
declared to be incorrect. This problem has also been duely pointed out in [38 1 ] .  

These specific features of STGs probably result from the fact that this formalism was 
introduced as an elegant tool for interpretation of the appropriate classes of PN without 
due regard for underlying principles based on the classical theory of semi-modular Muller 
circuits. Such an attitude caused an unwarranted narrowing of the scope of the processes in 
question. 
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Our book testifies quite clearly that CDs are free from such shortcomings. 
Several issues in the analysis of self-timed structures related first of all to the procedures 

of correct composition of the source specifications where studied within the trace theory 
[17,36,37,62,8 1 ,2 1 0,2 1 1] .  

A special notice can be  given to  [ 17,36] where the problem of  behavior identification is both 
formulated and resolved (by comparing the "desired" and the "observed" trace structures). 
Recall that in terms of CDs the same problem was tackled in Chapter 4. 

In the case of "quasi-self-timed" circuits whose correctness depends on the confirmation 
of the hypothesis about bounded compor.J.ent delays several relevant issues can be treated 
in terms of temporal logic [66, 1 34- 1 37] as well by means of a certain modification of the 
Dill's traces of [236,261]  (J.Burch's timed traces structures) .  David Dill with coauthors has 
developed some methods of specification and formal verification technique mainly on the 
basis of original trace model [ 17  ,36,38,209-21 1 ,235,260] . He has also built one of the most 
popular automatic verifiers of asynchronous circuits. 

The formal verification methods based on temporal logic with techniques for avoiding the 
state explosion problem (unfortunately authors of the book have no detailed information on 
these algorithms) were mentioned in [303] . 

Assigning various delays to the graph paths or traces enables the evaluation of the timing 
characteristics of the circuits and their optimization [30,261 ,276,283,284,346] . 

The choice of the model representation of a device is closely connected to the specific 
character of the problems involved in behavioral verification and circuit design. And in 
principle, different models may be more suitable at different stages of our work with the 
circuit and for expressing most naturally the various aspects of its behavior. 

An application of the high-level specification languages does not involve, as a rule, verifi
cation of the specification correctness at the highest level of the "language hierarchy". These 
languages have no tools allowing them to express the finer points of the circuit's self-timed 
behavior. Their only objective is to define the semantics of the designed behavior. 

In this case we can speak about semantic verification, i.e., about checking whether the 
execution of designed linguistic constructs would indeed lead to the attainment of the stated 
"meaningful" objectives. These problems are most naturally to be resolved within the 
framework of logic inference and mechanized "theorem proving" [213,256] . 

Transition from generalized descriptions to the specifications of the "circuit assembler" 
level is often achieved in the work of this direction with the help of standard, correctly 
designed modules. The issue of correctness of self-timed implementation is only briefly 
mentioned [70,228] .  

A rare exception i s  [ 1 8,21 3,256] where the problem of checking the correctness o f  a self
timed "invariant" is solved in the process of logic compiling. The application of inference 
theory and appropriate software tools appears to be attractive in this case as it allows analysis 
of various properties in a uniform way. The time complexity of such a general-purpose 
method however turns out to be rather high. 

An interesting example of embedding a self-timed FIFO in a timed environment along with 
the proof of its correctness through formal verification by means of Synchronized Transitions 

language has been described by M. Greenstreet [308] . 
The software implementation of several method� of computer-aided verification of the 

behavior correctness and STC analysis have been presented in [ 17,20,27,234,256] . All 
these developments are purely experimental by their nature and are not meant for immediate 
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marketing. Also they were never compared in qualitative and quantitative terms. We can 
safely claim that computer-aided verification and STC analysis are still in their "adolescence". 

8.S Synthesis of self-timed circuits 

Methods and practical experience in designing synchronous systems are of very little use 
to the STC design. The latter needs relevant formal tools, procedures and software support 
even in designing moderately complex circuits. Some large electronics companies have 
failed in their attempts to design self-timed circuits if they originally underestimated the 
inherent complexity of this endeavor and did not properly secure the services of experienced 
specialists in self-timed design (a good example of this would be a failure of the well-known 
company INMOS Ltd to design a self-timed transputer) . 

The above brings to the forefront of our attention the problems of creating a technology 
of STC design and renders a fertile ground for large-scale research in the self-timing theory. 

A natural tendency of human nature to carry out the entire work in a chosen direction to its 
ultimate fruition manifests itself in a noticeable preponderance of publications dealing with 
synthesis problems, which is also true in the case of self-timing research. It is hardly feasible 
to assess and classify all this literature. Therefore we will confine ourselves to th� results 
that have at least some affinity with the topic of our book. 

There are two major approaches to synthesis of a self-timed circuit implementing a formally 
specified process. 

The first approach draws upon a standard set of modules that serve as a basis of the 
implementation. 

These modules may have a complex enough structure but their input-output behavior is 
governed by a simple discipline that the module outputs can change only after the completion 
of their transients (and the modules themselves are self-timed) [4,14,48,70,7 1 , 1 2 1 ,234] . 
Under such an approach the procedure of "translating" the source representation into the 
circuit is rather straightforward and the structure of the designed circuit explicitly reflects the 
structure of the specified process (hence the corresponding design methods are usually called 
"structural" or "modular" ) .  

The structural design methods are generally employed as a foundat-ion for direct translation 

of behavioral specifications into circuits (cf. Chapter 6). 
Simplicity and universality are unquestionable advantages of the structural design methods. 

Moreover, they are tolerant to many violations of correctness of the source representations 
such as contradictory states in the specification, violation of negativeness of the gate functions 
etc. ,  due to specific features of the basis employed (the principle of "self-correct" or "autocor
rect" implementation of [79,1 38]) .  The main disadvantage of these methods is redundancy 
of the resulting designs as they rely not only on components that implement behavior of the 
variables in terms of which the desired circuit behavior is specified, but also on auxiliary 
components that are required to implement the process dynamics. The redundancy may also 
be a consequence of the inherent "robustness" of the general-purpose methods. 

The first research in the structural design of self-timed circuits was reported in papers of 
D.E. Muller and w.e. Bartky [7- 1 1 ] ,  J.E. Robertson [ 1 39] and R.E. Miller [ 140] . The key 
role in this research was played by the issues of semi-modular circuit design. In [ 1 1 ]  Muller 
has described a method for designing semi-modular circuits from NAND and NOR gates and 
"C-elements" (in [4, 14] C-element is also called a hysteresis flop-flop (or just H-flip,flop)) .  
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Later G. Zemaneck [ 141 ]  suggested his own set of fundamental modules conceptually very 
similar to that used by Muller. However, firstly, the modules suggested in [ 1 1 , 141]  were not 
good enough to allow every semi-modular circuit to be designed and, secondly, this approach 
was not accompanied by the methods of hardware implementation of the C-element itself in 
the practical bases. The paper [ 141 ]  was not given due attention though. 

In [60] D.B. Armstrong, A.D. Friedman, and P.R. Menon attempted to structurally imple
ment self-timed circuits. The high complexity of the modules they had chosen and inefficient 
encoding adopted in their work prevented their resulting design from finding commercial 
practical application. In the early 1970s, c.E. Molnar and his colleagues initiated a series of 
research projects dealing with the problems for arbitration and asynchronous module design 
[ 1 50,162] which gave way to the now very popular synthesis of "quasi-self-timed" circuits 
(based on the bounded delay model) .  

Within the framew.orkof the structural model of  aperiodic automata [ 13 , 14] some modules 
based on D- and T-flip-flops were developed and the feasibility of designing self-timed 
implementation of an arbitrary finite automaton was proved. 

The synthesis techniques for all standard units of an automaton such as memory, combi
national circuits, and indicators were suggested in [ 1 4] .  

The synthesis problem for a n  arbitrary semi-modular circuit from its TD was solved for 
the AND-OR-NOT basis [ 1 14] as well as for the NAND-NOR basis with restricted fan-in 
and fan-out [ 1 15] .  

The work simultaneously carried out at  MIT [45 ,106, 107, 1 10,142- 144,359] developed 
methods for hardware implementation of parallel asynchronous processes with standard 
modules from specifications represented in the various languages: Petri nets, parallel flow
charts, etc. It is from research in this direction that the entire field of data-flow computing 
has emerged and it is probably due to this development that the interests of this group have 
shifted away from the topic of self-timing. 

In the late 1 980s the issues of the structural design of self-timed circuits with special sub
circuits generating completion signals were addressed by a group from the Israel Institute of 
Technology. Their results [ 149,238,248-250] have similarity with those of [4, 14] concerning 
the structural design based on the classical model of finite automata (a combinational circuit 
plus a flip-flop memory). 

It is worth pointing out in this respect certain peculiarities of the self-timed Boolean 
function implementation. 

A dual-rail implementation of Booleanfunctions(this implementation also called two-rail 
or double-rail) due to their monotonicity appears to be hazard-free for the transitions between 
incomparable sets of inputs (the two-phase logic with spacers adopted in the model of an 
aperiodic automaton guarantees the incomparability of every transition) [4, 14] .  U nfortunatel y 
absence of hazards is not enough to secure the correctness of self-timed implementation even 
in the presence of indication of inputs and outputs of C-elements (as in [250] ) .  

In [3,4, 1 25] i t  was proved that signal indicatability is necessary and sufficient to ensure 
the correct self-timed implementation of a Boolean function. Indicatability secures the 
transmission of information needed to be able to detect at the circuit outputs when every ( ! )  
circuit component i s  switched. 

Our previous statement is illustrated by the ex�mple shown in Figure 8 . 10. Here a 
circuit implements the Boolean function 9 = ab + cdef with two-input components. The 
implementation of the complementary function is omitted here. This implementation meets 
the requirements imposed OIt'''DRN (Double-Rail Net) subnets" in [250] . 
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Figure 8.10. Monotonous Boolean function with potentially hazardous output behavior. 

Figure 8 . 10  illustrates one of the feasible signal transitions at the circuit gate inputs. If the 
element which is shown striped is slower than the rest of the circuit, then it may switch from 
o into 1 at the same time with the arrival of the next input pattern (and that would switch the 
function inversion 9 from 0 to 1) .  As a result, the function itself may fail to switch properly 
from 0 to 1 and on the dual-rail output we will have a forbidden pattern ( 1 , 1 ) .  

Such a failure can be  attributed to  the fact that the striped AND gate here is not indicated. 
The various techniques of self-timed and delay insensitive implementations of Boolean 

functions are considered in [24,257,325,351-353].  A method from [35 1 ]  has been already 
touched in [4, 14] (a method for "orthogonal form implementation" with the "parallel com
pression" of input signals for indication). 

The switching processes in the memory components should be indicated as well. In [4] 
one can find discussion of the several methods of completion indication for combinational 
circuit and for automata with memory as well as special facilities used to set up indicators in 
a way where the entire information on indication is collected together in one signal. 

Methods of structural design from behavioral specifications have recently gain more 
interest. The ideas of "direct translation" of graphical event-based behavioral specifications 
into circuits are very close to those of Chapter 6. 
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In particular, this is true for the implementation of STGs on the basis of RS-flip-flops. 
Problems inherent in RS-implementation (cf. Chapter 6) are due to the need to embed the 
results of "behavior-to-circuit translation" into an actual hardware basis. The limitations 
of a real basis are concerned with particular microelectronic technology and the "scope of 
validity" of the underlying model hypotheses. Before this design method can be applied, 
the source behavioral specification has to be reduced to its "implement able form" (e.g., by 
means of formal transformations discussed in Chapter 7).  

The major trouble here is that the simultaneous equations obtained as a result of successful 
translation involve Boolean functions in arbitrary form, which in many cases cannot be 
directly implemented by the existing hardware basis. Most of such bases can implement only 
negative functions and place strict bounds on the gate fan-in and fan-out. As a consequence, 
several papers virtually claimed that STG correctness is insufficient for obtaining hazard-free 
self-timed implementations [20,26,27].  

From our standpoint this problem is of the circuit engineering rather than the model 
nature. It should be resolved neither by means of "modernization" of correctness criteria nor 
by modification of a behavioral specification-into-circuit translation method but rather by 
relying on "properly designed" modules. Detailed discussion of this problem can be found 
in [4]. Here we will confine ourselves to a brief outline of possible ways of its solution. 

The simplest approach for embedding the design in a negative basis involves implemen
tation of each CD (or STG) signal by an RS-latch. It was also proved (see [4]) that if R and 
S functions are expressed in terms of the sets of all prime implicants that are implemented 
on the flip-flop arm then the obtained circuit is necessarily hazard-free and is independent 
of gate delays. If, on the other hand, functions R and S are too complex to be realized by 
flip-flop arms, then we need special ways of designing combinational circuits so as to avoid 
gli tches [4] . 

This problem can be overcome in two different ways. The first of them calls for utilization 
of the tools of formal synthesis and involves equivalent transformations of the initial STG 
that make functions S and R much simpler. 

Consider the causes of the increasing complexity of these functions. To begin with let us 
discuss unrepeated CDs (each signal has at most two changes in such a CD) only. 

If event +a is immediately preceded by +t and is concurrent with -t then we have the 
case of a "complex takeover" [4] or "nonpersistency" in terms of [20,21 ,26,27] . This actually 
means that in the excitation function of signal a (with event +a corresponding to function S) 
the implicant containing t and responsible for the excitation of a cannot sustain this excitation 
and hence S needs another implicant that would hold this excitation. 

R and S can have more than one implicant for yet another reason. The implicant that 
triggers original excitation +a may involve variables that correspond not only to immediate 
predecessors of +a but also to some other (context) signals. If the latter change concurrently 
with +a, we have the case of a "simple takeover". And once again we are forced to add to 
S some extra implicants. We can remove all the takeovers [4] and reduce all the functions R 
and S to the form with one implicant only by introducing auxiliary signals that do not violate 
the precedence and concurrency relations over the signals of original CD. 

Since there are special circuits (see [4, 1 4] )  that implement conjunctions of any length 
without hazards, after all the takeovers have been removed, the problem of correct RS
implementation in actual bases is solved. 

In the case of CDs with multiple changes of the same signal, all the multiple events can 
be subdivided into pairs .wl1i.ch can be implemented as separate signals. The values of the 
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original signals then can be reconstructed by means of special circuits described in Chapter 6. 
The second approach to the implementation of complex functions R and S draws upon 

modular design methods for this sub-problem. In these methods (see Chapter 6) each CD 
event is associated with a special circuit construct and after this the obtained circuit is 
connected to the original signal recovery units. In other words, in this way we achieve direct 
translation of the "CD adjacency structure" into a logic circuit in an actual basis. 

A number of techniques of this kind derive a circuit for every correct non-contradictory 
CD that has no state assignment problem. This circuit will be independent for gate delays 
under the classical Muller model assumptions. 

A method suggested in [26,27] appears to be intermediate between the afore-mentioned 
methods coping with complex excitation functions. This approach thus constructs a quasi
self-timed circuit (combinational sub-circuits are speed-dependent but hazard-free under 

the bounded delay model). The modules obtained have, however, an "appropriate input
output behavior" and open the ample possibilities for hardware economy. Such an economy, 
however, is achieved at the expense of self-diagnostic properties and parametric stability of 
STCs which is quite typical for quasi-self-timed designs in general. 

The rapid growth of a digital circuit complexity (VLSI, wafer IC, or ultra LSI) combined 
with the need to shorten the lead times results in ever increasing popularity of the ideas of 
circuit compilation from "high-level" specifications. 

Among the proponents of self-timed VLSI "programming" it is possible to distinguish a 
few groups: A. Martin and his colleagues from Caltech [ 16, 121 , 147,218 ,229,234,245,254]; 
the Philips Research laboratory 's group [ 19,47,70,237,347] ; the common team from Univer
sity of Groningen and Oxford University and University of Surrey (J. Udding, M. Josephs 
and their colleagues) [300,309] ; J. Ebergen [ 148,225-227 ,307 ,310,333-335] and, finally, the 
group gravitating toward Technical University of Denmark (1. Staunstrup and his colleagues) 
[ 1 8,221 ,220,244,255,257,269]. 

All these examples share several common features. They rely on the high-level languages 

related to the CSP formalism of c.A.R. Hoare [41 ]  as a means of the initial behavioral 
specification. They manipulate the representations of the circuit assembler level transparent 
for the user. Finally, they rely on commercial silicon compilers in obtaining layouts. 

It is impossible not to recognize the success of the research pursued by these groups 
(which resulted in samples of rather complicated self-timed circuits up to microprocessor 
design [21 9,262] and fully functional computer-aided design tools [ 19,254] ) .  Still it should 
be noted that the efficiency of obtained circuit units (in terms of area and speed) largely 
depends, as in any other method of modular design, on the efficiency of basic library items 
and modules. 

An alternative approach to the self-timed circuit design is being developed within the so 
called theory of "formal" synthesis. Here, main attention is focused on equivalent trans
formations of the source specification. The ultimate objective of such transformations is to 
arrive at such a specification that corresponds to a self-timed circuit. 

The behavior of the implementation satisfies the original specification (i.e., in some sense 
is in one-to-one correspondence to it). Unfortunately, the design procedures employed 
in this approach are of excessively high complexity even if they lead to a very efficient 
implementation. 

In contrast to the principles inherent in modular approach where the specified behavior is 
modeled by a set of circuit components "at hand", the methods of formal synthesis are a way 
of direct and "literal" hardware implementation of the specification by means of "step-wise" 
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refinement. Let us consider now the case when the source specification is given in the fonn 
of a CD. 

The correctness of this CD ensures the existence of an autonomous self-timed circuit that 
implements the CD behavior. 

A circuit that implements this CD may contain more signals than in the source represen
tation of its behavior. The presence of these auxiliary signals follows from the fact that by 
attaching the memory to the CD arcs we make it possible to distinguish between the circuit 
states characterized by the same Boolean code but by different values of activity. As to the 
circuit itself, there the states are distinguished only in terms of the values of signals on the gate 
outputs. This problem became known as a CD state assignment problem and its resolution 
calls for introduction of auxiliary signals to secure the possibility of unique state coding or 
USC in the terminology of [30], i.e., to associate different Boolean codes to different states. 

The problem of providing for USC-requirements (or in our tenninology the problem of 
elimination of contradictory states) was rather comprehensively treated in [30,263,268,284, 
3 1 8, 3 19]. Similar methods are employed for resolving a related problem of the circuit 

normality that guarantees that the circuit can be implemented in the negative basis [204] . 
Methods of formal synthesis are dealt with in Chapter 7 of our book. 

The boundary between the "modular" and "formal" design methods is, needless to say, is 
mostly conventional. Thus methods of the semi-modular circuit design [4, 1 14, 1 1 5] can be 
equally well classified with both of these categories. 

Methods that are not oriented towards using any structural constraints on the form of 
the resulting circuit (besides the assumption about the negative implementation basis with 
AND-OR-NOT gates) are discussed in [4,2 1 ,46,80, 1 16, 1 3 1 - 133] .  

The decomposition design techniques belong precisely to the border between the formal 
and the structural approaches to design. While in Chapter 6 we discussed structural varieties 
of these methods, no assumption about any special library modules or predesigned units is 
made in [21 , 1 32] . 

A very promising and attractive idea was put forward in [21]  involving the projection 
of a specification on the sets of variables on which implementation of the function of each 
component depend (sets of functional dependence) and application of these projections for an 
easy design of all the components. This idea of the separate implementation of the component 
projections for event-based models was realized in [21 , 1 32] though there are some problems 
in this way of implementation. 

It is claimed in [21] that in implementing a component i it is necessary to allow for only 
those variables whose changes immediately precede the changes +i and -i. The entire idea 
of decomposition design as advocated in [21 , 1 32] is based on the partitioning of the STG 
into sub-graphs each of which contains only immediate causes of the changes as well as the 
changes of the component to be implemented. This property of STG however does not hold 
true even for certain sequential unrepeated graphs. 

Figure 8 . l la, b, and c depicts such a graph, the corresponding TD and the system of 
Boolean equations (circuit). Element b in this circuit, e.g., depends on c though the latter is 
not among the immediate predecessors of b. 

Generally, the search of the functional dependence sets may be nearly as difficult as 
the design problem itself. Therefore it would be .quite reasonable to give up the idea of 
"componentwise semantic" decomposition and to rely more heavily on the logic of AND
composition (cf, Chapters 5 and 6). 

The concept of parallel composition of specifications similar to that of AND-composition 
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Figure 8.11. A totally sequential CD (a), the corresponding TD (b) and circuit implementa
tion (c), which cannot be derived from the immediate predecessors of signals. 

can be traced to [56,246,247,25 1 ]  with the similar ideas realized in operations over traces [62]. 
Mechanization of the formal synthesis methods for circuits of large enough size involves 

eliminating inconsistencies, provision for implementability in antitone basis as well as de
velopment of algorithms for derivation of the Boolean functions of the circuit components 
that allow for existing actual constraints on the number of possible inputs. We have to admit 
that we still lack an efficient solution for the entire range of these problems that would rely 
on an event-based model without resorting to the formalisms based on the notion of complete 
state. Some work in this direction was presented in [25-27,30,78,263,268,284] . 

Two approaches for the DI synthesis are considered in [ 148,225-227,307,300,309,3 1 0,333-
335] .  The special methods of realization of DI circuits based on ternary logic elements are 
suggested in [338,350] . These implementations as well as [349] are oriented on GaAs 
technology. 

8.6 Intermodule communication and interface structures 

In distributed systems where links between various modules may be quite lengthy intermodule 
communications are generally coordinated by a special discipline - a protocol, and are put 
into life by specifically designed interface structures. 

In modern computer systems the interfaces are the "bottleneck" where the asynchronous 
principles of interaction are in the greatest demand. The conceptual inconsistency of the 
classical asynchronous principle briefly discussed above pushes designers to a greater and 
greater extent to turn their attention to self-timed means of communication [49 , 196] as well as 
to the improvement of the characteristics (the speed and the reliability) of standard interfaces 
by means of utilization of self-timed control and buffering devices [ 194, 197,308,3 13] .  

Where wire delays (after fork) prove to be comparable with component delays the need for 
a specific circuit organization and a fixed discipline of data communication along connecting 
lines becomes well pronounced in VLSI themselves. 

One of the major problems of modern interfaces is the "delay skew" when the results 
of data transmission along parallel lines become unpredictable due to the variation of wire 
delays and hence to unknown temporal order in which the signals arrive at a common receiver. 
Moreover, under the delay skew it becomes virtually impossible to ascertain whether we have 
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already received the entire transmitted code or if some of its digits are still on their way. The 
delay skew can be compensated for either by slowing down the communication (as the 
"communication cycle" becomes calculated in terms of the longest delay among all possible 
paths) or through a self-timed organization of the relevant interface. 

As was already mentioned above in the framework of the submicron technology in order 
to secure high circuit performance we can partition a VLSI circuit into equichronic regions 
(or the regions of wire equipotentiality) in which it is justifiable to neglect the wire delay 
skew in comparison with gate delays. In structural terms, each equichronic region can be 
associated with say, one of the functional modules [ 1 52] (data transmitter or receiver, etc.). 

Data communication between different equichronic regions should be performed in the 
way that will prove to be invariant to the wire delay skew. 

Within the scope of the STC theory, interface structures were studied for quite some time. 
This research has a lotin common with the studies of wire delay insensitivity as well as with 
modular design. In [ 1 1 1 ] R.M. Keller suggested an approach to design of circuits whose 
operation does not depend on the intermodule wire delays. This approach makes use of a 
certain general-purpose kit of modules. Unfortunately, this approach results in cumbersome 
designs and, what is more important, in designs that depend on the gate delays as well as on 
the intra-module wire delays. 

Another approach to designing intermodule interconnection circuit that are independent 
of the communication line delay evolved within the studies dedicated to the aperiodic inter
face design [4, 153- 156, 158-160,377]. Invariance of the communication media to the delay 
skew in self-timed interfaces is usually achieved by means of self-synchronizing encoding 
[4, 14,156,202,203] . The designs making use of tri-state lines and thus reducing the total 
number of wires are discussed in [ 1 58] .  

An important role in interface design is played by specification, verification, and cir
cuit implementation issues applied to designing data communication protocols for chan
nels. All this problems in the context of self-synchronizing protocols were considered in 
[4, 1 59, 1 6 1 ,377 ,382]. 

A system of processes that interact through an interface (along with their environment) can 
be regarded as an autonomous one. From this perspective the behavioral specification of the 
protocol as a specification of the autonomous circuit behavior represents the temporal order 
of changes of a set of signals. Hence from the modeling standpoint the theoretical issues 
mentioned earlier, when applied to module interactions and to protocols, are no different from 
those of the STC theory and are being resolved with the help of the methods and algorithms 
developed for CD. 

For the languages built around Hoare's abstractions of process interaction, the data com
munications via channels is one of their chief primitives [ 1 2 1 ,228] . The main operations in 
such "interface-oriented" models are request, acknowledge and wait. An attempt to represent 
the entire circuit behavior in terms of the pairwise interaction primitives only (up to the gate 
level), would in our opinion, restrict the descriptive power of the model and is fraught with 
an inefficient circuit implementation. 

The "interface outlook" on a circuit as a party in the interaction and data communication 
procedures is equally inherent in the "open" models of self-timed units. In these cases, 
the cross-sections of input and output channels of open circuits turn out to be the nodes 
of the overall coordination of the events of the circuit and in its interaction partners (the 
environment). 

The principles of self-timed interface organization based on a shared bus and structural 
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and hardware versions of the implementation of various interface functions were studied 
in [ 1 58] .  In [ 1 59] a method of interface device design was suggested based on the protocols 
of interface functions that are represented in their own turn as sets of CDs. 

Three US universities along with the company DEC promoted a project for interface orga
nization called TRIMOBUS [ 196] which is invariant to time parameters of the modules. The 
project was intended to apply to many future developments in VLSI-based computer systems. 
This interface was meant for coordinating functional modules in data communication in the 
"one-to-many" (one-to-all) mode. Such a mode is extremely useful in applications involved 
in the on-line control of the correct module operation and in the system dynamic reconfigur
ing. In [ 196] where TRIMOBUS is discussed an informal representation of a communication 
protocol at the lower level of coordination is suggested as well as functional schemata of 
interfaces between data transmitters and receivers. 

The analysis of the suggested protocols and circuits showed that the announced properties 
of self-timing required substantial improvement in the circuits which was undertaken in [ 1 54] . 

The TRIMOBUS interface has not gained wide-spread popularity in VLSI design probably 
because of the underlying hypothesis about equipotentiality of the communication lines that 
fail to be true for intermodule interconnections in the high-speed systems. This hypothesis is 
not consistent with the ideology of "equichronic regions" interconnected via "long" interface 
lines. 

8.7 Arbitration problem 

The arbitration phenomenon becomes necessary not only as a result of a slipshod application 
of timing in digital circuits. More often arbitration is needed for much more fundamental 
reasons. The conceptually unavoidable uncertainty inherent in the very nature of control 
processes (resource contention, interrupts, etc.) creates prerequisites for the arbitration 
phenomenon. 

In such cases we could not help but follow "nature" by relying on dedicated devices 
capable on handling arbitration problems in situations where it is impossible to guarantee the 
desired discipline of signal change (where it is impossible to avoid input races, etc.). 

Among such devices we have arbiters, i.e., circuits that aHoeate common resources to 
one of the processes that request it. The arbitration phenomenon arises independently of the 
nature of the processes we have in mind or of the common resource. Even if these processes 
take place in software, one has to solve the problem of designing an operational hardware 
arbiter (for an implementation of some of the atomic, i.e. "undividable" conflict resolution 

primitive) .  

The arbitration phenomenon also takes place in  the case of  synchronous implementation if 
the internal system of communication involves several units with independent system clocks. 
An arbitration in this case is performed by devices which coordinate these unit clocks, i.e., 
in synchronizers. 

Difficulties involved in designing arbiters and synchronizers were already known as early 
as in the middle of the 1980s [87,88,162,163].  They arise mainly because for time intervals, 
much longer than any normal transient, these devices are forced to be in "anomalous" states 

where their outputs remain undetermined. A D-ftip-ftop driven by a very sharp input pulse 
may serve as a model of such process. As a result such a device may be either in an unstable 
equilibrium, i.e., in a metastable state (in which its outputs remain the same but neither 0 
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nor 1) or in the mode of synphase or non-synphase oscillation in both arms of the flip-flop 
(under which signals in each arm at each moment of time coincide or may vary their values 
in some interval), i.e., in an oscillatory anomaly. 

A variety of papers [87,88,90-92,94,162- 1 65] were dedicated to the collection of empirical 
data on the anomalous behavior of arbiters and synchronizers. Statistical treatment of 
the collected data indicates that anomalous behavior of arbiters and synchronizers remains 
an important cause of failures of computer systems [90,92-94] . Substantial experimental 
material made it possible to derive useful recommendations on the architecture of computer 
systems that would ensure reduction of the probability of failures due to anomalous behavior 
of the system components [90, 166] . 

A multitude of designs for the arbiters and synchronizers allowing for the possibilities of 
anomalous behavior were suggested in [45,90, 164, 1 67- 172]. 

Towards the end.oUhe 1970s, a paradoxical situation emerged. On the one hand, there 
was a large body of empirical investigation that was dealing with the physics of anomalous 
behavior and evaluating the probability of attaining a metastable state. There were recom
mendations as to which way computer architecture designs should follow. On the other hand, 
however, an equally important research effort was dedicated to designing correct arbiters and 
synchronizers without anomalous behavior. Authors of the latter research believed that the 
difficulties on this road are not fundamental by nature and are due to the unfortunate design 
of circuits. The most vivid examples of such an attitude in application to arbiter design can 
be found in [ 1 7 1 , 172] . 

The theoretical issues of arbitration were also the focus of attention of much of the research. 
There exist two type of serviceable arbiters: bounded and unbounded. Arbiters of the first 
type must have a bounded response time to the process requests independent of whether they 
arrive at the arbiter alone or along with other similar requests. To be more precise, if one 
or several queries arrive at the inputs of a currently idle arbiter, the latter should respond to 
them in a finite time bounded by some (linear) function in the values of intrinsic delays of the 
components. L.R. Marino [ 174] has proved that such a device is conceptually impossible. 

Arbiters of the second type are not bounded in their response time for simultaneous or 
closely spaced requests, i.e., their response times do not depend on the component delays. 

The major idea in the design of such an "unbounded" arbiter consists in locking the arbiter 
outputs for the entire period of the circuit anomalous behavior and allowing them to change 
after the device leaves its anomalous mode of operation. The correctness of this approach 
is guaranteed by the fact that due to statistical physics phenomena these devices leave the 
anomalous operation mode in a finite (though, probably, very long) yet bounded period of 
time. 

It has been proved in [ 104, 173] that the problem of designing ideal arbiters and synchro
nizers with bounded response time is equivalent to the problem of designing an ideal inertial 
delay. It has been shown in [ 174] that for a wide variety of dynamic systems it is always 
possible to find such a narrow input pulse that would bring the system into the anomalous 
mode. This result is a strong argument against the possibility of implementation of bounded 
arbiters and synchronizers as well as safe (hazardless) inertial delays. 

The inevitability of oscillatory and metastable anomalies in binary logic implementations 
of arbiters was proved in [4,89] . 

Thus, the only possibility of designing correct arbiters remains in the development of a 

hybrid (rather than purely digital) "unbounded" implementation based on automatic locking 

of the anomalous behaviorby means of analog circuits. 
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Nonetheless, it was also shown elsewhere [354] that obstacles are encountered on this 
road as well. It was proven that for any continuous automaton satisfying some reasonable 
"response properties" there is a class of critical, conflicting requests that cause it to violate the 
mutual exclusion property for the arbiter's outputs. From the circuit engineering perspective 
this can be explained by the indicators of anomaly locking (the analog comparators) that are 
able to cope with metastability but fail to detect oscillatory anomalies that are not in phase. 

The models for approximate analysis of anomalous modes were suggested in [94] where 
it was also investigated how different circuit parameters and different input disciplines can 
influence this behavior. Design of multi-channel arbiters with the various request-grant 
priorities were discussed in [4, 175- 179] . Several papers [ 1 80, 1 8 1 ]  dealt with different 
priority logics for arbiters under the assumption that correct basic arbiters do exist. 

In several recent publications (cf. e.g., [290]) some problems of designing arbiters circuits 
with a differt rational ("fair", etc.) discipline of common resource allocation were discussed. 
Such disciplines can be described in purely logical terms and do not involve any changes in 
arbiter hardware. 

In discussing the issue of self-timing for arbiters it should be noted that the very concept 
of self-timing should be treated here in a slightly informal way: it is possible to consider the 
self-timed interaction of an arbiter with its environment but its inner behavior turns out to be 
more complex than for an ordinary STC. 

The phase diagram model introduced in Chapter 5 makes it possible to describe processes 
with the "orthogonal OR-choice" in their behavior as well as the devices implementing 
these processes. Similar properties can be found in STG/FCs [296] and some others models 
[63,300,309,334] . These models can be conveniently used for designing self-timed devices 
with built-in arbiters. 

8.8 Diagnostic properties and fault tolerance 

At the very beginning of the self-timed circuit engineering it was easy to surmise that the 
main advantage of such circuits against traditional ones consists mainly in their increased 
speed through operation organization allowing for actual component delays and in the circuit 

tolerance to parametric instability. Later on, however, it transpired that the self-diagnostic 

nature of STCs is at least as important and beneficial. 
The capability of an STC to recognize the transient completion permits us, as a by-product, 

to diagnose all the stuck-at faults in the circuit. The stuck-at fault in a component can be 
interpreted as the infinite delay of the component which makes its output stuck at "constant" 
l or O. Since an STC remains operational for any finite component delays, as a consequence 
of an increase of the delay of any component to infinity the circuit loses its capability to 
generate the completion signal. 

The self-diagnostic properties of self-timed circuits were noted empirically for quite some 
time. Nonetheless, those who were involved in self-timing research were largely unaware of 
the problems of diagnostics while those who were interested in fault tolerance both in the 
theoretical and practical sense, as a rule, were trying to deal with their problems by means of 
the majority voting technique traditional in this field. 

It is the diagnostic capabilities of "real" STCs that determine their crucial advantage over 
the clockless circuits that are operational under some type of "realistic" assumptions: e.g., 
"the total of any three delays is greater than the total of any two delays in series" [24,234] . 
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Another fairly popular idea used in synchronous design is that of self-checking (detection 
of faults in the process of normal circuit operation). This idea is based on an appropriate 
partitioning of the set of input and output combinations into classes. The circuit response 
to the same class of input patterns would belong to one of the two output pattern classes 
depending on whether the circuit is faulty or not. Application of redundant encoding opens 
the way for designing self-checking synchronous circuits [ 1 82, 1 83].  

Such diagnostic capabilities are however insufficient. The problem is that for any fault 
from a given class (say, the fault of the "internal" gates in a multilevel circuit) the information 
about the fault should be "delivered" to the circuit outputs [ 1 84] . In this way self-checking 
can be ensured by two different facilities: one responsible for the recognition of the fact of the 
failure itself, and the other that can guarantee that this information will have been delivered 
to some (sometimes dedicated for this purpose) outputs of the circuit. Implementation of 
these facilities of COljrse. depends on which class of faults we need to detect. 

Within the theory of self-timed circuits it is customary to deal only with stuck-at faults 
[ 182, 1 83, 1 85] .  This can be explained, firstly, by the fact that this class of faults is considered 
to be the most common one in digital and in particular in VLSI circuits [ 1 85 , 1 86] and, 
secondly, that it is either possible to reduce other types of faults to a stuck-at one or these 
faults alter the very functionality of the circuit to such a degree that their diagnosis is hardly 
possible without adequate semantic reconsiderations. 

In the early 1980s it became clear that, if one regarded a VLSI circuit as a mere collection 
of transistors, resistors etc., which were not organized in a special way (say, at the topological 
level) into gates, the assumption about the predominance of stuck-at faults was no longer 
valid. It was no longer supported by the manufacturing technology [ 1 87] .  Dismissing the 
stuck-at faults as a general model of a circuit failure would mean, however, that fault tolerant 
circuits become prohibitively complex and their design methods even more cumbersome. 

The only plausible solution seems to be to design gates from electronic components in such 
a way that defects of the latter (of transistors, resistors, wires, etc.) can be interpreted from 
outside as stuck-at faults at the gate outputs. In other words, we should design fault-tolerant 
circuits from the components whose internal defects as well as output faults are recognized 
as stuck-at faults of these components [ 1 88] . 

Similar problems are encountered in designing VLSI circuits insensitive to component 
and wire delays. Workable solutions in this case are also based on "technological support" 
of suitable "logic assumptions". 

Designing components that meet the above "diagnostic" criteria is essentially based not 
only on specific features of the existing technologies but on the due regard to physical 
processes that develop after a defect has occured. The issues of failure (physical defect) 
classification as applied to integrated circuits were treated in [ 192,291 ]  while the same 
questions for interfaces were raised in [ 1 57].  

The development of self-checking synchronous circuits involves also the design of built
in checkers [ 1 89] . Often a circuit to be tested is designed regardless of the diagnostic 
requirements. Only at a later stage does the designer begin to think about adding to it 
several "mechanisms" that will provide for its scan-path testability in terms of an appropriate 
partitioning of the input and output patterns (combinations) into specific classes. And only 
after this will we provide a circuit "superstructure", a tester capable of recognizing the 
membership of the running pattern in one of these classes. 

In fact, the term "totally self-checking circuit" cannot be applied to synchronous circuits 
in the most rigorous sense as- it does not cover the diagnostics of clock system itself. 
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The failure to design completely self-checking "traditional" asynchronous circuits can 
probably be explained by the independence of the efforts to solve the problems of self
checking and combating critical races. Such an approach inevitably results in cumbersome 
constructs and in discouraging entanglement of design procedures [ 188,190] . 

In STCs, the same mechanism for coordinating the component switchovers through causal 
relations works for the elimination of races and the functional diagnosis of stuck-at faults. 
Behavioral approach to studying open and autonomous circuits enables us to establish the 
conceptual commonality of the mechanisms of self-timing and of self-checking [3,4] . 

The total self-checking in asynchronous circuits is evidently possible only under a certain 
discipline of feasible transitions in the input-output channel. In practical terms the only 
discipline that does not impose severe restrictions on the organization of the environment is 
a two-phase discipline. 

The concepts involved in the theory of self-checking asynchronous combinational circuits 
and automata with two-phase code discipline of feasible transitions were formalized in 
[3,4, 1 25] .  In meaningful terms, the fault-secure condition is reduced to the following: in 
the case of a fault the response (the output transition) to a valid input transition should either 
be the same as in the case of the fault-free circuit or be invalid. The self-testing condition 

means that for any fault there is a valid input transition indicating this fault. In other words, 
a valid input transition always leads to the output transition which either does not belong to 
the set of operational ones (in the working phase) or does not coincide with a spacer (in the 
idle phase). 

It was proved in [4, 125] that indicatable (i.e., aperiodic) combinational circuits and au
tomata are totally self-checking with respect to simple and multiple stuck-at faults. Similar 
results on self-diagnostic properties of self-timed combinational circuits and sequential ma
chines were presented in [249] . 

For diagnostic purposes, it is essential that in indicatable circuits the information about 
a fault in the preceding circuit (or layer) is propagated further: a stuck-at fault of the 
"predecessor" precludes the possibility of a valid pattern to appear in the channel between 
these circuits or layers. This in its turn produces a "fault-indication signal" (invalid pattern) 
at the output of the indicatable circuit. 

The relationship between the problems of engineering diagnostics and self-timed circuit 
theory was shown in [3,4, 125] . The self-synchronizing coding helps to distinguish between 
the operational patterns and fault-indicator patterns of a circuit (encoding redundancy) .  The 
introduction of a discipline with valid transitions (e.g., the two-phase one) makes it possible to 
separate in time the asynchronous circuit's response to the input from the circuit's preparation 
to the next input (temporal redundancy). The specific structural organization of combinational 
and sequential aperiodic circuits (indicatability) allows them to deliver all the .necessary 
information on the valid transitions of input patterns (structural redundancy). These three 
mechanisms jointly help the circuit to generate the completion signal that simultaneously 
acknowledges the circuit correctness. Absence of this signal after a given critical time 
interval testifies that there are some stuck-at faults in the circuit. 

Note that when we mention redundancy in an STC we have to keep in mind that both 
hardware and coding redundancy, as a rule, do not surpass the redundancy inherent in 
synchronous self-checking circuits, let alone the redundancy of the existing samples of 
traditional asynchronous self-checking circuits [ 1 88,190] . As to the temporal redundancy 
inherent in the two-phase code discipline it is largely compensated for by the possibility to 
allow for actual component delays. 
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The results of [4] also helped to solve, again as a by-product, several well-known problems 
of self-checking circuits: the problems of diagnosing the faults of the synchronization (clock) 
system (which does not exist in this case); those of protection against spurious signals on 
faults that may emerge due to the races in built-in checkers (there are no critical races or 
hazards in STCs); and finally we can simplify testers and checkers themselves. These results 
have also opened the way to tackling several "unsolved" problems, e.g., those of designing 
testers for 1-out-of-3 codes which became possible due to introduction of the two-phase 
discipline. 

The main distinction between autonomous and open circuits is not in their structures 
and not in the accompanying design procedures but rather in particularities of their "circuit 
timing." The event coordination in an open-loop circuit in terms of phase transitions in the 
input-output channel divides the time domain into separate intervals: valid (working) phase 
- idle (spacer) phase -;:: another valid phase, etc. It is precisely this temporal organization 
that makes it possible to speak about the completion of transients in each component, about 
response to the input. In autonomous circuits, timing is not organized in closed intervals, 
they have no natural "nodes of timing". This "continuity" of time makes both necessary and 
possible studying the circuit behavior at the onset of a defect. 

A stuck-at fault of the Zi component is described in terms of the Muller model by the 
replacement of the equation for Zi with Zi = ai where ai = 0 or ai = 1. As a result of such a 
fault the component falls into a stable state. For such a component the following transitions 
(signal changes) indicating its failure becomes feasible: 1 --+ 1 , 0--+0, 1 * --+ 1 , 0*--+ 1 , 0*--+0, 
1 * --+0, 0--+ 1 ,  1 --+0. The first six of these transitions do not lead to unspecified changes in 
the circuit states. Stuck-at faults of this type were given the name of conservative ones in 
[4,292]. The last two transitions result in new arcs appearing in the TD (or in the CD), i.e., 
in an altered circuit behavior. Therefore, they were called mutable. 

The circuit behavior at the moment of occurrence of a defect is almost never studied. It 
is tacitly assumed that even by the beginning of testing the circuit is already faulty. For the 
purpose of functional diagnosis, however, (i.e., for detecting the faults without testing in the 
course of the normal circuit operation) such an assumption is incorrect and the formulation 
of the problem of studying circuit behavior at the moment of fault occurrence per se seems 
to be crucially important. 

Mutable faults are very hard to detect. They disturb circuit behavior and may disrupt its 
operational cycle. 

Since stuck-at faults involve clamping an output of a "live" circuit component, they make 
an autonomous circuit halt, i.e. enter a deadlock state in its TD (with a corresponding 
deadlock event in the CD). 

Different versions of manifestation of mutable faults were discussed in [4,292] where the 
various classes of diagnosable and non-diagnosable faults and the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for semi-modular circuit self-checking were studied. 

The relationship between the semi-modularity property and self-diagnostic nature of asyn
chronous circuits in the framework of autonomous Muller model is also investigated in 
[27 1 ,272,3 16].  It was also proved in [274] that all stuck-at faults in DI circuits are testable. 
In terms of this section, all conservative faults lead to halts and mutable faults may require 
adding extra testing points into the circuit to enforce the transitions of signals and propagate 
the fault manifestation to primary outputs� 

The STC self-checking facilitates the organization of self-repair in such circuits[ 4]. This, 
in its own turn, opens .the' way for defect prevention at the stage of VLSI manufacture 
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achieved through a reconfiguration of the VLSI circuit. As a result it becomes possible to 
create prerequisites for a much higher yield of such "restructurable" VLSI circuits and to 
speak: realistically about the manufacture of wafer-scale and ultra LSI systems [5]. 

Methods of organization of self-repair of single and multiple conservative stuck-at faults of 
STC based on the "by-shift" and "direct" replacement redundancy methods were discussed 
in [4,82 , 157] .  These methods are characterized by a high hardware fault cover rate as they 
do not cover only a part of the system responsible for general fault detection, which is very 
simple in the STC case (it includes a modul02 adder and a delay). 

Issues involved in designing fault tolerant interfaces based on self-repair are considered in 
[ 1 58,288,289] . For this purpose it became necessary to develop special techniques for fault 
localization based on the introduction of special tri-state communication lines (similar to the 
approach developed in [ 1 96]) or through organization of interaction of interface modules 
via faulty communication channels. Self-repair is achieved here by means of the "by-shift" 
replacement redundancy of communication lines under which the complexity of switching 
hardware is linearly dependent on the bandwidth of the physical communication bus and on 
the multiplicity of faults that can be corrected. 

The development of VLSI systems has only heightened the role of fault tolerance as the 
sharply increased number of functional units causes a higher probability of failures on the 
one hand, and, on the other hand, increases the "cost" of a failure, which renders inoperable 
a larger share of hardware than in the case of a lower scale of integration. That is why 
designing VLSI calls for specific means for ensuring fault tolerance [5, 1 9 1 , 192] and self
testing, self-checking and self-repair plays in these matters an increasingly important role. 

Another problem that emerges in designing VLSI circuits is ensuring an economically 
feasible yield. It was shown in [5, 192] that in order to increase the yield, potential defects 
should be prevented through circuit engineering techniques: e.g., by adding the self-repair 
capabilities based on the self-diagnostic and various redundancy policies. 

Many specific difficulties in VLSI manufacturing are due to a relatively low share of 
points in the VLSI chip that are directly accessible for testing as the entire system interface 
is hidden inside the chip while the number of external pins is rather low. An STC approach 
offers the means for the intrachip self-repair thus mediating the gravity of these problems. 
The intrachip self-repair helps us to cure both the defects that were brought about during 
manufacturing and the defect that occur in the course of the V,LSJ operation. 

8.9 Practical results 

The problems with timing in VLSI circuit have led to more research and development in 
the field of STCs. Research in self-timing and other related areas (e.g., logic synthesis and 
computer architecture) is carried out today in many leading universities and research centers. 

The ideas of self-timing gradually penetrate into the "mass consciousness" of the digital 
circuit designers. They were given due attention in the popular textbook on VLSI Systems by 
C. Mead and L. Conway [95] (Ch. Seitz's Chapter 7). Review [49] has not also passed unde
tected. More and more research dealing with clockless circuits is reported at such well-known 
forums as ICCD, DAC, EDAC, FTCS, ICCAD, AR_VLSI, ISAS, Euro-DAC, CAY, TAU, 
DCC etc. conferences and workshops. Some conference have been solely devoted to self
timing and asynchronous design: the Dagstuhl-Seminar "Self-Timed Design" (Saarbrucken, 
Germany, 1992) and the "Working Conference on Asynchronous Design Methodologies" 
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(Manchester, England, 1 993) [386] . The special minitrack "Asynchronous and Self Timed 
Circuits and Systems" was organized at the 26th Hawaii International Conference on Sys
tem Sciences in January 1993 [385] . The "Asynchronous Circuit Design - Working Group 
(ACiD-WG)" was organized as the appropriate part of the ESPRIT-3 Framework and brings 
together partners from 12 European Universities and Research Centres. Six workshops 
should be organized by ACiD-WG in the period of 1 992- 1994. 

Hewlett-Packard carries out the STETSON Project in self-timing in collaboration with 
major experts in the field. 

The "Submicron Systems Architecture" Caltech Project joins research of Ch. Seitz's group 
(Multicomputers) and A. Martin's group (The Asynchronous-VLSI Project). The research of 
Ch. Seitz's group is in close contact with Intel Touchstone Project and includes the self-timed 
mesh-routing chips for the Intel Touchstone Delta prototype [3 1 3,370]. 

The wider use of self-timing has had its effect on practical applications, though many 
developments oriented towards applications of STCs are only under way. Their importance, 
however, is obvious. 

Today it is  possible to single out the three main streams of applied research in this field: 
1 )  design of intrachip self-timing; 
2) self-timed interchip and intermodule communication; 
3) self-timed pipeline and ring structures. 
The following developments that are already widely known [49,193-196] are worth men

tioning: 

• reversible FIFO 9 x 256 and a 1 6-bit pipeline interpolator for computer graphics - both 
by Austek Co; 

• self-timed FIFO developed by Integrated Device Technology Inc. for 5 1 2 x 9  and 
1024 x9, by Western Digital Co. (for 128/ 1 32 x 9) and by Mastek Co. (for 5 1 2 x 9);  

• quasi-self-timed FIFO for 55 Mwords/sec. speed by Mitsubishi; 

• several pilot microchips, e.g., a controller of a pipeline DRAM and self-timed static 
chip RAM by S utherland, Sproul & Assoc; 

• the "Cosmic Cube" computer (Caltech) with self-timed communication channels (de
signed with the aid of the MOSIS tool); 

• self-timed data-flow computer DDM2 (MIT); 

• interprocessor asynchronous 32-bit interface FUTUREBUS (IEEE standard P896); 

• self-timed interface TRIMOBUS by DEC; 

• quasi-self-timed architecture (with BUS-packet interface) based on buffer FIFO for 
VMEbus control increasing, according to the authors of the design (Interphase Corpo
ration), performance of the bus by six times. 

Among more recent research and development we' would like to quote: 

• a self-timed mesh-routing chips for the Intel Touchstone Delta prototype (Ch, Seitz et 
ai, , Caltech ) [3 13 ,370] ; 
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• a self-timed, ring-based, iterative 160 ns 54 bit CMOS divider (T.E. Williams, Hal 
Computer Systems) [328-33 1 ] ;  

• an asynchronous RISC microprocessor designed through "semi-automatic" silicon 
compilation based on A. Martin's methodology [219,262,365] ;  

• the Post Office chip for the Mayfly scalable parallel processor (AI Davis, B.  Coates, 
HP Laboratories, and Ken Stevens, University of Calgary) [39 1 ,  392] ; 

• novel approach at Philips: from "VLSI programming" via silicon compiling to self
timed circuits, which has already resulted in several pilot circuit samples [47,70,237,242, 
348]; 

• microcircuits for signal processors (T. Meng et at.) [20,32,208,264,265 ,282,364,393]; 

• pipeline structures and a data-driven microprocessor (University of Osaka, Misubishi, 
Sharp) [29,195,205,363]; 

• array, systolic, Fourier transform ("butterfly") chips and other signal processors (Austek 
Microsystems Ltd.; Eindhoven University of Technology) [253,266, 267,293,294] ; 

• a self-timed chip implementing a toroidal structure for an artificial neural network in 
[269,323,348] and a multi-ring multiplier [322] in the Technical University of Denmark. 

• STARI chip for interprocessor communication combining self-timed and synchronous 
circuit techniques (M. Greenstreet, Princeton University) [308].  

In order to help the STC developers with design tools, standard component libraries (based 
both on self-timed and quasi-self-timed designs) are being developed [49,70,198, 199,228,282, 
286,3 13] .  

Among the developments of the latter type there are Q-modules of Ch. Molnar and his 
team [ 150,2 14] . The library of such modules is a part of a shared CAD system MOSIS 
(MOS Implementation Service) within Arpanet. On this basis Ch. Molnar and his colleagues 
have developed several dedicated self-timed processors among which are a LISP-computer, a 
FFT processor etc., (we were however unable to obtain any detailed)nformation about these 
designs). It was also reported that a methodology based on the use of this library is used by 
Evans & Sutherland, by Schlumberger Ltd., by Austek, by Floating Point Systems Inc., and 
by DEC. 

A review of commercially manufactured FIFO circuits including the self-timed ones can 
be found in [68] where the entire chapter deals with this matter and from which (if you know 
Russian) one can pick up data on their comparative characteristics. 

Some software tools supporting the design of self-timed and asynchronous circuits were 
developed as follows: 

• the Philips TANGRAM compiler [348J; 

• the set of Caltech CAD tools for asynchronous design [277 ,3 13] ;  

• the SIS set of  tools from University of California, Berkeley [388] ; 

• D. Dill's , J. Ebergen's and J.Burch's verifiers of asynchronous circuits [209-21 1 , 236, 
261 , 299, 383]; 
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• the FORCAGE self-timed designer (cf. a demo-version enclosed with this book); 

• P. Beerel and T. Meng's semi-modularity checker based on state graphs [390] ; 

• the lMEC's compiler from Signal Transition Graphs to asynchronous circuits and 
others [257,3 1 6,325,358] . 

• the MEAT tool from Hewlett-Packard Laboratories to synthesize transistor level, 
CMOS, control circuits from finite state machine-based specifications [392] . 

In Russia research in self-timing was initiated in the early 1 970s by a research group that 
was affiliated at that time to the USSR Academy of Sciences. Major results obtained by the 
group were reported in three books [4, 1 4, 1 5 1 ]  as well as in numerous papers and reports at 
various national and iRteFnational conferences and meetings. Self-timed circuits developed 
by the group are protected by over 150 USSR Patents. 

Two logic projects based on these engineering solutions (and left outside the scope of the 
present volume) are worth being mentioned. They became a site of application of the methods 
of computer-aided analysis, verification, and design of STCs described in the chapters above. 

In the interests of company SGS-Thomson Microelectronics as well as the Advanced 
Research Department of Zelenograd "Research Center" (Russia) we have developed the 
logic design of a self-timed buffer memory (of the FIFO type) of a fairly large capacity [68] 
intended to be manufactured in 0.8 {tm CMOS technology. The architectural and circuit 
engineering solutions we have arrived at involve interchip integration of static RAM units 
with pipelining organization of interaction. Such an approach permitted us to gain the 
maximum possible speed of the device as determined by its input-output ports only. 

As a part of organization of a reliable control multi-computer data processing system we 
have also developed an adapter for a fault-tolerant ring communication channel [ 160,288,289] . 
Due to built-in self-repair capabilities the channel remains serviceable in the presence of any 
two defects in a ring segment. 

The state-of-the-art in theory and practice of self-timed circuit design undergoes rapid and 
frequent changes. New names and novel organizations become involved in the process. The 
geography of involvement is changing as well. Every day new "mixed teams" are formed 
with partners formally working in different research centres (and even countries). It then 
should be perfectly clear that the up-to-date situation may differ in many ways from the one 
displayed in this review. Despite such a risk of being obsolete, we have decided to map the 
"geography" and personal involvement of those working in self-timed circuit research and 
development in the form of a Table below. 

The authors would like to express their apologies to everybody who is not included in this 
table but has every right to be there. Such a "negligence" is by no means intentional. It only 
measures our unfamiliarity with someone's work. We are also aware that some characteristics 
from the given "map of the Self-Timing World" may be subjective and will disagree, in some 
cases, with the authors of the referenced results. Yet we feel that it is more important to 
"release the genie from the jar" and then it will be up to everyone to decide for themselves 
what they would like to "seek from him". 

The Table 's entry describing the work of the authors of this book may look a bit larger that 
other entries. This is not megalomania (at least as it seems to us) and we do not consider our 
results as the most valuable. The reader may see in this "skew" only a justifiable weakness 
of the authors using the opporiimity to advertise their results. We would however be happy if 
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this phenomenon was interpreted by a much simpler reason - we have only full information 
about our own research. 

Table 8.1 

BRIEF INFORMATION ON MAIN CENTERS OF RESEARCH 

IN SELF-TIMING (STC). State-of-the-art in lune 1993 . 

Information is grouped in the following way: 

• The name of organization 

• Researchers' names and references to the main publications 

• The main results and characteristic features of the research 

IMPORTANT REMARK: the order of centers is arbitrary and does not carry any priority 

by itself. 

1 .  California Institute of Technology (Caltech) 

• 1 a. Seitz c.L. , Dalley WJ.(now in MIT), Song P., et al. 

[22,23,24,99, 100,3 13,361 ,370] 

The research of C. Seitz (especially "System Timing" chapter [24] in the book 
C. Mead and L. Conway "Introduction to VLSI Systems") stimulated the modern 
wave of investigation in STC. 

Methods of STC design (under bounded delay model) [23,24] . 

"Cosmic cube" architecture [99,3 1 3] and routing chip design [ 100,3 1 3,370] . 

Introduction of the equipotential region concept [24]. 

They have started the wide use of the four-phase protocol for the STC with 
external signals [24] . 

Cooperation with Intel. See [313 ,370] for more information. 

• 1 b. Martin AJ., Burns S .M. (now at University of Washington, Seattle), Borkovic 
D., Hazewindus P., Lee T., Tierno J. [ 1 6, 77, 121 , 147;218, 219, 228, 229, 234, 
245, 254, 262, 274, 276, 277, 3 13, 314, 321 , 365], 

A CSP-like language for initial specification of asynchronous circuit behavior 
[ 1 6, 228, 254] . 

Method for logical and silicon compilation from the CSP specification to delay
insensitive circuits through semantic preserving transformations of the specifica
tion [ 16, 1 2 1 ,  147 , 218 , 229, 234, 245, 254] . 

Methods for performance analysis (on the basis of event-based graph model 
similar to STG and CD) and optimization of asynchronous circuits down to 
transistor sizes [276, 277, 3 14] . 

Testability properties of delay-insensitive circuits [274]. 

The set of CAD tools [277, 3 1 3] and the 16-bit asynchronous RISC microproces
sor chip [219, 262, 365] are important practical results of this group. 
[321 ]  (C. Nielsen, Technical University of Denmark) is an in-depth example of 
using Martin's technique for a non-trivial delay-insensitive multiplier design. 
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2. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

• 2a. Dennis lB.[45 , 107,359], 
Patil S .S.(now at "Cirrus Logic") [45 , 1 10,143,144,359], 
Misunas D. [44] 
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Project MAC: the project members were the pioneers of the modern research 
in STCs and hardware implementation of parallel computations (the ideas of 
standard implementation of self-timed circuits from fragments of the initial Petri 
Net specification). 

They use these ideas in the data-flow computers. 

• 2b. Chu T.A. (now at "Cirrus Logic") [21 ,46, 1 3 1 - 1 33,296, 3 15] 
He has p�bltshed several articles (some of them together with co-authors) on 
formal design methods based on the graphical event-based model, called Signal 
Transition Graph (STG), which is a kind of interpreted free-choice Petri net. 
This model (very popular in modern research) is close to CDs and SiGs (models 
of this book). 
He considers the methods of verification (based on liveness property of the state 
graphs underlying STGs) and STC synthesis in this model. 
The synthesis method is based on the projection on an element input set (the so
called Net Contraction technique). The four-phase protocol discipline is mainly 
used. 

3. Stanford University 

• 3a. Keller R.M. [53, 1 1 1] 

[ 1 1 1] is one of the first works on modular realization of circuits independent of 
delays in the intermodular connections. 
He has investigated the common case of speed-independence over the abstract 
state transition model [53].  

• 3b. Dill D.L., Nowick S .M., Dean M.E. [ 17,36,38,66,209-21 1 ,235,260,327].  

Methods of specification and formal verification technique mainly on the basis of 
the original trace model. 
One of the most popular software verifiers for asynchronous circuits. 
Together with T. Williams (item 9) they developed a method for Level-Encoded 
(two-phase) dual-rail implementation of Boolean functions [327].  

• 3c.  Meng T.H.-Y., Beerel P.A. (see also item 6b of the table), 
[20, 207, 208, 27 1 , 272, 275 , 3 1 1 , 3 16, 3 17, 364, 390, 393] 

Methods of direct translation of Dijkstra's guarded command type specifications 
and STG (T.A.Chu) to STC (with four-phase protocol) [20] . 
The notion of correctness of specifications is based on safety and persistency 
properties [20]. 
The software for modelling and synthesis (in LISP) and a semi-modularity ana
lyzer based on state graphs [3 16, 390] . 
Self-diagnostic. properties and testability of STCs [27 1 ,272,3 16] .  
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Methods of gate-level synthesis based on state graphs [3 17] . Applications in 
signal processing [207,208,275,3 1 1 ] .  

• 3d. Horowitz M., Alverson R.L., Yang TS.  
(see also item 9)  
[28,328,332] 

Completion indication in dual-rail bipolar (TTL) circuits [332] and self-timed 
implementation of iterative division [28,328] (with T Williams). 

4. Washington University (St. Louis). 

• Molnar Ch.E. [ 1 50,162, 196,214] ,  Chaney T [ 1 62- 1 64, 167,214], 
Rosenberger F. [ 1 50, 164,214] et a/. 

This group has a solid theoretical background on the synchronizer and arbitration 
problem [ 1 62- 164] and uses the idea of the correct arbitration for the mod
ular (Q-modules) asynchronous implementation without clock synchronization 
[49, 1 50,214] 
It has produced a great influence in drawing the attention of modern researchers 
to the quasi-STC and to the use of the "not fully self-timed" modules [49] ; 
The group took part in the design of the Trimosbus interface [ 196] . 

5. University of Illinois 

• Muller D.E. [7- 1 1 ,61 , 124,360] , Bartkey We. [8 , 124] , 
Fruzer WD. [61 ] ,  Robertson lE. [ 1 39] 

The pioneer work laying the foundations of theory and practice of self-timing 
(speed-independent circuit theory). 
The work was done in the framework of the Illiac Project. 
This research did not receive proper and timely appraisal and practical implemen
tation. 

6. University of California, Berkeley 

• 6a. Brayton R.K., Sangiovanni-Vincentelli A., Lavagno L. (now at Politecnico di 
Torino), Keutzer K.(in Synopsys Inc.), Moon e.W (now at Lattice Semiconduc
tor), Stephan PR. [25-27, 3 1 8 , 3 19 , 378, 379, 384, 388 , 389] 
Methods for implementation of combined self-timed and asynchronous solutions 
on the basis of behavioral STG-specification. 
Analysis and synthesis of hazard-free implementation of asynchronous circuits 
under either bounded wire delay or unbounded gate delay models [25-27, 384] . 
An approach to solve the contradictory states (complete state coding CSC) prob
lem by using a critical race-free state assignment technique for asynchronous 
automata [3 1 8,319] .  

These papers are attractive examples of a fruitful union of classical automata 
theory and modern event-based techniques. 
Design methods for asynchronous circuits under a bounded wire delay model, 
including testability issues, are considered in the recent book [384] . 
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The system for Sequential Circuit Synthesis, SIS, with capabilities to design 
asynchronous circuits from an STG model [388, 389] 

• 6b. Brodersen R.w., Messerchmitt D.G., Jacobs G.M. 
[20,207,208,264,265, 282, 3 1 1 ] ,  
(see also item 3c) 
Self-timed implementation of digital signal processors based on structural meth
ods of asynchronous design. 

7. Israel Institute of Technology (Technion) 

(see also item 17) 

• Yoeli M., David I., Ginosar R. ,  Reicher I. 
[56, 1 49,2'38;246-25 1 ,320] 
Work on asynchronous design (race analysis, synthesis technique etc.) together 
with lA. Brzozowski (see item 17). 
Self-synchronizing protocols and methods of STC structural design (structural 
self-timed implementation of Boolean function and sequential machines [238,  
248, 250]) .  
Analysis and synthesis on the basis of Petri nets [56, 1 49, 247, 25 1 ] .  
Self-diagnostic properties of self-timed circuits [249] . 
Use of trace structures for delay-insensitive design [320] . 

8. Technical University of Denmark and Princeton University 

(see also items 9, 19b and 26) 

• Staunstrup J., Sparso l, Nielsen C.D. (in 199 1  part of Martin's group at Caltech 
[321]) ,  Pedersen S. , Dantzer-Sorensen M. , Plesner E., et al. 

[ 1 8,206,21 2,2 1 3,220,244,255-257, 269, 321-326,348] , 
Greenstreet M.R. (Princeton Univ., now at University of British Columbia, Canada 
) [ 1 8,206,244,255,270,308], 
Madsen lK. [350] . 
Use of the "Synchronized Transitions" language for high-level specification of 
synchronous and delay insensitive circuits [ 1 8,21 2,220,244,255,269] . 
Formal verification methods by means of transformation of a Synchronized Tran
sition program to the input format for the Larch Prover [213 ,  256] or by repre
sentation in duration calculus formulas [324] . 
Delay insensitive minterm synthesis (DIMS) technique [257, 325] for subclasses 
of Synchronized Transitions programs. The method is based on the dual-rail 
implementation of four-phase handshake. 
VLSI implementations of delay insensitive vector multiplication [269,322,32 1 ,  
326, 348],  low power impulse filter [326] and self-timed [308] circuits based on 
pipe lined and multi-ring structures. 
The research and design in delay-insensitive implementation of a toroidal structure 
for an artificial neuron network [269,323,348] .  
An approach fora GaAs ternary logic implementation of self-timed circuits [350] . 
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9. HaL Computer Systems 

• Williams T.E. (Ph.D. from Stanford Univ.) 

[28,206,327 -332,349], 

(see also items 3b, 3d, 8) 

Methods for self-timed implementation of iterative calculations in pipelined and 
ring structures [28, 206, 329]. 

Theory for analysis and latency improvement in pipelines and ring structures 
based on folded dependency graphs (compact form of an STG in regular struc
tures) [329-331 ] .  

One of  the best commercial self-timed chips (CMOS ring iterative divider) 
[28,328-330]. 

Self-completion indication in dual-rail bipolar (TIL) circuits [332] (with 
M. Horowitz) and together with D. Dill and M. Dean a method for Level-Encoded 
2-Phase Dual-Rail implementation of Boolean functions [327]. 

An experiment employing self-timing in GaAs circuits [349]. 

10. Eindhoven University of Technology and University of Groningen and Philips 

(see also items 1 1 , 17, 1 9a) 

• Rem M.(Eindhoven University) [47,81 ,237,266,267,366] , 

Udding IT.(Groningen Univ.) [63,300,309,367] , 

van de Snepscheut lL.A. (Groningen Univ., now in Cal tech) [62], 

Verhoeff T. (Eindhoven University) [202,203,309], 

Mak R.H. [309], Kessels J. [266], Kaldewaj A. [267] , 

Peeters Ad M.G. [307] et ai. 
The trace theory is one of the branches of the formal theory of concurrency 
[62,8 1 ] .  Wide used for STC specification and analysis [62,63,367]. We cannot 
provide here the full list of references in this theory. 

The methods of the STC synthesis based on trace structures have also been worked 
out [266,267] .  

Together with Philips Research Laboratory the concept of "VLSI Programming" 
was suggested based on CSP-like language specification. Logical and silicon 
compilation of such specifications directly to self-timed circuits [47,237] . 

The reviews of the self-synchronizing encoding [202,203] . 

Methods of specification, verification and synthesis based on CSP-like algebraic 
formalism are developed together with M.B. Josephs (Oxford University) and 
IT.Yantchev (University of Surrey) [300,309] . 

The practical implementations include asynchronous routing chips for the 
transputer-like structures [309]. 

1 1 . Philips Research Laboratories 

(see also item 10) 
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• van Berkel K., Saeijs  R. [ 1 9,47,70,75,237,242,347], 

Translation of behavioral specification from a high-level model to self-timed 
circuits ("VLSI Programming") [ 19, 47, 70, 237 , 347] with fixed handshake. 
High-level specification language Tangram [ 19,347]. 

Correctness investigation of element and wire delay hypotheses (threshold influ
ence on the behavior of self-timed circuits) [75].  

12.  Sutherland, Sproul & Assoc. Inc. 

(see also item 3) 

• Sutherland !. [3 1 ,49, 1 96] , Sutherland B., [49], 

Sproull R . .F. (now at "Sun Microsystem") 

[36,48, 196,233,241] ,  

Brunvard E.  (Cornegie-Mellon Univ.) 

[48,233] 
The structural synthesis methods of the self-timed pipeline architectures [3 1 ]  
under bounded delay models (this paper is widely-known a Turing Award Lecture, 
that has stimulated the new wave of interest in self-timing ) .  

The Trimosbus Project [ 196] - one of the most interesting examples of self-timed 
interface design. 

Synthesis technique from high-level specification [48,233]. 

The activity of the company seems to be closely connected with STC design. It 
is strongly integrated with the other research centers [209] , with the Evans and 
Sutherland company, designing supercomputers with pipeline architecture, and 
also with the microelectronic company Austek Microsystems. 

13. Georgia Institute of Technology 

• Miller R.E. [ 12,140, 161 ]  

He is  the main popularizer of  the Muller's theory [ 1 2, 140] ; 
From time to time he continues investigations in the STC domain: the article 
[ 161 ]  is devoted to self-synchronizing protocols. 

14. Carnegie - Mellon University 

• Clarke E.M. [66, 1 36,303] ,  

Bryant R.E. [ 1 04,302], 

Burch J.R. [236,261 ,299] . 

The formal verification methods based on temporal logic [66, 1 36, 303] , with 
techniques for avoiding the state explosion problem (unfortunately, we have not 
been able to obtain full information on these algorithms). 

J. Burch is the author of one of the verifiers of delay-independence (and delay
dependence) b;tsed on timed trace structures [236,261 ,299]. 

The University took part in the Trimosbus project [ 1 96] . 
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1 5 .  Japan: University of Osaka, Misubishi and Sharp. 

• Komori S. ,  Takata H., Tamura T., Asai F., Miyata S. ,  

Tereda H. ,  Yamasaki T. [29, 195,205,363] 
The circuit solutions use built-in delays. Successful construction of quasi-STC 
pipeline architectures (self-timed under bounded delay model) and of data-flow 
machines. 

There is a strong technological basis. 

16. Austek Microsystems Ltd., Adelaide, Australia 

• Mudge le. [32,49,196] , Arya P., Frank E.H. [293] 
They have created a library of asynchronous and self-timed modules, designed 
some commercial chips (e.g., FIFO chip, Fourier Transform, signal-processing 
architectures) [32,293-295] . 
Mudge le. was the participant of the Trimosbus Project [ 1 96] . 

17 .  University of Waterloo (Canada) and 

University of British Columbia (Canada) 

(see also items 7, 10) 

• Brzozowski lA. [64,225 ,278,335] , 

Seger e.-J.H. [64,76,278,302], 
Ebergen le. [ 148,225-227,307,3 10,333-335, 383].  
J. Brzozowski is well-known in asynchronous theory (some of his results with 
M.Yoeli - see also item 7). We are presenting here only some information on 
recent research. 
Papers [64,225] can be recommended as a good review and introduction to 
the modern research in asynchronous circuits theory. Some points of delay
insensitive design are also demonstrated. Consideration based on a strict ground 
of delay assumptions (bounded and unbounded inertial delay models) and hy
potheses on input-output operation mode (fundamental or "input-output" mode) 
[64, 335]. 
In [76, 335] some negative results of self-timing (speed-independent and delay
insensitive circuitry) are presented. In particular, [335] has proved that no non
trivial delay-insensitive behavior can be realized using "normal" logical gates 
only (that means we need some more complex gates with delay-sensitive internal 
behavior). Other demonstrations of difficulties with "total delay-insensitivity" 
(in different terms) can be found in [4, 1 8,76,77] . 
In [ 148,225-227 ,307 ,3 10,333-335] the theory of delay-insensitive circuits is pre
sented based on trace structures and a CSP-like program notation with handshake 
atomic communication actions. Synthesis methods of delay-insensitive circuits 
are given on the basis of the set of basic component (WIRE, MERGE, TOGGLE, 
JOIN = C-element etc.). As usual, the implementation of the basic component 
is out of scope of the theory and supposed to be delay-sensitive (but may be 
speed-independent). 
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Interesting applications to modulo-N counters [307] and arbiters [334] are given. 

Jo Ebergen's verifier for asynchronous circuits based on trace structures is de
scribed in [383] . 

18 .  Concordia University (Canada) 

• Probst D.K., Lam P.N., Li H.P. 

[224,230,23 1 ,259,279,301]  
Analysis and synthesis of asynchronous and delay-insensitive circuits on the basis 
of partial-order event models (porn sets of Y.R. Pratt). 
A technique for avoiding the generation of global states is developed [301 ] .  

19 .  England: 

University of Oxford, University of Surrey, University of Manchester, University of 
Southampton, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Sussex University,University of 
Edinburgh, University of Nottingham, Loughborough University of Technology, Uni
versity College London. 

[90, 102, 103, 128, 1 53, 1 54, 1 65 , 193, 198, 253, 269, 300, 309, 323, 336, 337, 348, 
35 1 , 369,] 

• 19a. Josephs M.B. (Oxford University) and 
Jesshope c.R. (University of Surrey) and 
Yantchev J.T. (University of Surrey) et al. [300,309,369] 
(see also item 10) 
Methods of specification, verification and synthesis based on a CSP-like algebraic 
formalism. Practical implementation examples include asynchronous routing 
chips for transputer-like structures [309,369]. The research is largely in common 
with Groningen's and Eindhoven's groups. 

• 19b. Jones S .R. (University of Nottingham, now at the Loughborough University 
of Technology) [269,323,348,351]  
(see also item 8) 
Application of self-timing to neural networks (together with Denmark Technical 
University's group). The method for self-timed combinational circuits imple
mentation [35 1 ] .  

• 19c. Patel Y., Steptoe K .  (University College London) [337] 

The analysis of the role of self-timed systems in VLSI design. 

• 19d. Kinniment D.(now at the University of Newcast1e-upon-Tyne), 
Edwards D., Woods J.Y. [90, 165] 

The problem of synchronization and arbitration circuit design. 

• 1ge. Yakovlev A. (now at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne) 
[ 128, 153 , 154,158-160,193,288-289,336,377 -382] 
(see item 26) 

Until 1988 worked in St. Petersburg's (Leningrad's) group [ 128, 153 , 154,158-
160,193, 288-289"; 377] . 
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One of the first reviews 011 self-timing [ 193]. Main results in self-timed imple
mentation of interfaces and exchange protocols [ 1 53 , 154, 158- 1 60,336,377 ,382] . 

Together with L. Rosenblum, they developed the Signal Petri Net (Signal Transi
tion Graph, in modern terminology) model [ 1 28] .  Proposed to use the concept of 
coupledness classes (later called lock classes in [30]) for analysis of unique state 
coding problem in STG [377] ,  later refined in cooperation with A. Kondratyev 
and L. Rosenblum [345] and A. Petrov [382]. In cooperation with L. Lavagno 
and A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli (Berkeley) investigated the relationship between 
STGs and state models [378,379] . 

• 19f. Furber S. et al. (University of Manchester) 

A fully asynchronous version of the Acorn RISC Machine (a 32-bit RISC micro
processor for low-cost applications) is being implemented. 

20. France: Aerospace Research Centre, Toulouse, Grenoble (CERT/DERA) 

• Cavaroc 1.e., Blanshard M., Gillon 1. et at. [ 109, 145] ,  

Sifakis 1. [ 120] 

Methods of parallel processes hardware implementation. 
Modular methods of asynchronous circuit synthesis over Petri nets. Main results 
were published in 1970th. We have no information on modern research in self
timing in France. 

2 1 .  AT&T Bell Laboratories 

• Subrahmanyam EA., Yu M. [40,239,280,342,356] 

Methods of interacting synchronous and asynchronous components and a specifi
cation of circuit behavior using an event-based model with partial order [40,239, 
280,356] .  A path-oriented algorithm of unique state coding analysis for STGs 
[342] (see also [345]) .  

22.  IMEC (Belgium) 

• Vanbekbergen P., De Man H., Goossens G., Sawasaki M.H., Lin B. et al. 
[30,283,284,346] 

Asynchronous design in CAD systems with formal analysis and synthesis of STCs 
on the basis of STG and STG-like models. 
Methods for solving the unique state coding problem for subclasses of STGs 
[30,283] were suggested. 

Technique for timing behavior analysis based on STGs with timing constraints on 
events is given in [284]. A method of transformations of timed STGs (similar to 
CDs, with OR-relation) is introduced in [346] with the implementation preserving 
the initial temporal constraints. 

23. University of Utah 

• Gopalakrishnan G., Akella v., Jain E [339,340,37 1 ,372]; 

Carter T. [ 1 99] 
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The review [339] is an attempt to compare some modern techniques of asyn
chronous design (Chu's STG; Ebergen's traces; Dill's verification method etc.) 
on one simple (and consequently easily observable) example. 

Method of event concurrency in the framework of CSP-like model of the asyn
chronous system is presented in [340]. 

In [37 1 ,372] , they describe a high-level synthesis for self-timed circuits based 
on a hardware description language hopCP (a CSP derivative). The synthesis 
system analyzes hopCP specifications, subjects them to numerous optimizations, 
and can currently synthesize self-timed, transition style, bundled-data circuits in 
the Actel Field Programmable Gate Array medium. 

24. Institute of Analytical Instrumentation 

• Academy of Sciences (Russia, St. Petersburg) 

Starodubzev N.A. [ 1 1 6, 204] 

In the 1 970th and early 1980th took part in research and design of Y.I. Var
shavsky's group [ 14]. 

His cycle of papers [ 1 16] and the book (in Russian) [204] are devoted to event
based model (T-nets) similar to STGs and CDs. He introduced the notion of 
normality as the necessary condition for an antitonous (negative) implementation 
of asynchronous circuits. 

25. National Taiwan University 

• Lin K.-J., Lin C.-S. [268,341 ]  

Two methods o f  asynchronous implementation of subclasses o f  STGs are given. 
One is based on a state graphs rebuilding [268] and the other based directly on 
an STG (for an STG with restrictions on the set of feasible sequences of events) 
[34 1 ] .  

26. R&D Coop "TRASSA" (Russia, St.Petersburg) 

• Varshavsky Y.I. (now at the University of Aizu, Japan), Kishinevsky M. (now 
in the Technical University of Denmark, see item 8), Kondratyev A. (now at the 
University of Aizu), Marakhovsky Y. (now at the University of Aizu), Peschansky 
Y., Rosenblum L., Taubin A. (now at the University of Aizu), Tzirlin B. et al. 

[3, 4, 13 , 1 4, 35, 58, 67, 68, 7 1 , 79, 80, 82, 89, 94, 1 12- 1 15 , 1 17, 125, 128, 138, 
146, 1 5 1 , 153- 160, 221-223, 252, 263, 288, 289, 292]. 

The results in main directions are: 

The behavioral specification of self-timed circuits for event and global state 
models [4, 14,35,58,67,68,80, 1 1 2, 1 13, 146,221 ,263] (see also Chapter 1) ;  

Self-timed circuit correctness analysis and behavioral verification (supponed 
by the software systems) [4,58,67,68,80,82, 1 1 3, 125,146,263,305,306] (see also 
Chapters 2,4,9); 

. 

STC Synthesis (formal and structural methods): 

- more than 1 50 USSR iiwention certificates; 
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- cells, units and block libraries in different microelectronic technologies (CMOS, 
TIL, ECL); 

- industrial design of some devices (self-repairing interface controller, FIFO chip, 
etc.), and CAD subsystems of synthesis [4, 14,68,7 1 ,79,80,82,1 14, 1 1 5 , 138, 1 5 1 ,  
222, 223, 263, 345] (see also chapters 6, 7, 9). 

Self-sinchronizing data transfer and interchange communication (self-synchroniz
ing code systems, self-timed interfaces industry design) [4, 14,153- 160,288,289] . 

The problems of arbitration and anomalous circuit behavior [4,89,94] . 

The fault-tolerance design based on STC, fault detection, fault localization, meth
ods of self-reparing [3,4, 125,288,289,292] . 

27. Hewlett-Packard Laboratories (Palo Alto) 

• Davis AI, Coates B. ,  Stevens K. (from University of Calgary) [391 ,392]. 
The Post Office chip for the Mayfly scalable parallel processor [39 1 , 392] ; 

The MEAT tool to synthesize transistor level, CMOS, control circuits from finite 
state machine based specifications [392] . 

The research in the nearby areas are also held (or were held) in: 
University of Pittsburgh [ 1 0 1 ] ,  University of North Carolina [232], University of Texas 

[ 1 3 1 ] ,  Centre Suisse d'Electronic et de Microtech. [286] , Rochester Institute of Technology 
[258], Helsinki University of Technology [240], University of Montreal [28 1 ,285,373,374], 
Polytechnic University of Catalonia [343], University of California, Santa Barbara [338], 
Deakin University, Australia [358,368] .  

These works are supported (to some extend) by the companies: IBM [3 1 ,209], Suther
land, Sproull & Assoc. Inc., Evans and Sutherland [3 1 ,209], DEC [36,48,196,209], Apple 
Computer [36,48,209], Floating-Point Systems [209] , Inmos [63], Austek Microsystems 
Ltd. [3 1 ,36,48,49,293-295], AT&T Bell Lab. [63,262,301] ,  Mitsubishi [29, 195, 205], Sharp 
[29,205] ,  Philips [ 19,47,49,70,75,237,242] , Integrated Device Technology, Mastek, Western 
Digital [49] , HaL [328,330] , Intel [3 1 3] ,  Cirrus Logic [3 1 5],  Hewlett-Packard (STETSON 
Project) [385, 3 86] etc. 

The parallel nature of self-timed circuits ' behavior leads to She. necessity and fruitful 
exchange between the STC theory and parallel process theory (Petri net models [55,215] ,  
CSP - C.A.R. Hoare [41 ] ,  CCS - R.  Milner [42], traces - A. Mazurkiewicz [37,21 6] ,  UNITY 
Programs - K.M.Chandy and lMisra [375] etc.). 

In particular, many problems discussed in [33,34,39,41 ,42,44,55,106- 109, 1 1 8-120, 143-
145,21 5-217,232,243,304] are close to the STC problems. 

Finally, we want to mention other recently published reviews on asynchronous and self
timed design [64, 384, 387] . 
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